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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of thesis.-- The purpose of this thesis is 
to ascertaih through professional magazines the extent 
to which teachers are par~icipating in the administratio~~ 
of the public s.chools.. There have been numerous articleJ 
appearing in periodicals which go by the title of 
democratic administration. These articles are usually 
written by outstanding men in the field of administratio 
and it is thought that their opinions should reflect to 
a certain degree what the trend is in school administra-
tion throughout the country. 
Delimination of the problem.-- Due to the amount. 
of articles published the time for this study was 
restricted to from 1942 throu~~ 1952. Books were not l, e:r ... 
' used becau.se of the large amount of material to be found 
in magazines. 
Only the articles that added pertinent information 
to the material bei~g gathered were used. Some articles 
were repetitious and were not used. Some were so vague 
or dealt with so many generalities that they were not 
used. 
Of course the largest number of articles came from 
administration periodicals such as Nationsr Schools, 
School Executive, American School Board Journal and the 
National Association of Secondary School Principals r Bulleti~ • 
Method of study.-- For the purpose of locating specific 
articles on democratic administration the writer has used 
two sources. The first is the Education Index which lists 
about 300 articles on this subject during this ten year 
period. The second is bibliographies found at the end of 
some of the articles especially those of a research type. 
The classification into main topics that is used in the 
body of the thesis is based on the corresponding emphasis 
given in professional magazines. 
CHAPTER I 
GENERAL ARTICLES IN FAVOR OF TEACHER 
PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION 
Worth McClure claims that the procedure such as submit-
ting recommendations to the board of education where action 
is taken before consideration by the school corps should be 
reversed. 1 He says that any administrator who invites 
teachers to cooperate in the consideration of administrative 
matters will doubtless discover that they lack experience in 
dealing with administrative problems although they have always 
had some part in this work. 
McClure claims that teachers traditionally expected all 
initiative to come from the central office and they will not 
respond to invitations by the principal to participate in 
administration. Time is required to change attitudes. 
He concludes that even from the purely selfish view the 
last thing the teaching profession ought to desire is exclusive 
control of the schools. The moment the American public decide 
that the schools are controlled by a specific group that 
moment the influence and consequently the support of public 
education will decline. 
1 Worth McClure, 11Administrati ve Dilemmas, 11 .American 
School Board Journal, (November, 1941), 103:17-18. 
3 
The American School Board Journal in an editorial in 
July, 1941, gives unqualified endorsement to teacher parti-
1 
cipation in administration. They say that during the past 
two decades school boards and superintendents have witnessed 
a remarkable growth in the participation of teachers in the 
administration of school systems. 
They say also that on the whole superintendents have been 
eager to support the action of teacher participation although 
there have been a few autocratically inclined men who have 
pooh-poohed the value of classroom workers nservice to them-
selves n, perhaps because they feared the results of an analysis 
of their own attitudes and acts. The ·s-chool boards, say the 
editors, that have been antagonistic, have been influenced 
by the local school executive. Teachers can do much to solve 
problems which the school boards alone or with the aid of the 
superintendent cannot put into effect. 
Teacher participation, the editorial concludes, has its 
shortcomings. A weak superintendent or a political school 
board will be the first to suffer. Also some narrow-minded 
teachers, busybodies, radicals or crackpots may interfere, 
but these are common problems of any democratic undertaking. 
1 Editorial, rrA&ninistrative Rise of Teachers", American 
School Board Journal, (July, 1941), 103:52. 
4 
George Gatje, superintendent of schools at Bay Shore, New 
York, writes that American education is_ fre_i[Sb.iJed with 
dogmatic procedures and teacher dominated methods which are 
far removed from anything constituting a program of action 
1 
based on democratic ideals. 
He writes that cooperative principals fundamentally shoul 
grant to a professional group in a school the same basic 
principles established for our citizens in the early days of 
the republic. 
There can be only one responsible excutive - to propose 
that there is no line o~ responsibility is to propose anarchy. 
Gatje says also that the ·duty o~ the democratic administra-· 
tor has been approached with he.si tancy on the part of the 
school administrator largely because proper techniques, where 
the superintendent's responsibility lies, have not been devised. 
No superintendent can know all the answers. 
The summary Gatje gives recognizes seven general principal 
in developing a cooperative teacher participation program; they 
include the ~allowing privileges: 
1. pri vil,ege to propose policies 
2. privilege to dispuss proposed policies 
3. privilege to decide policies for recommendations 
by :a,.majority opi:nion 
4. priviJ,.ege to criticize and fippraise policies adopted 
l G. H. Gatje, ncooperative Relationships in Slchool 
Administration", American School Board Journal, (September, 
1941), 103:17-18 
5 
Alice Miel writes that the worst situation to be in is, 
that of a teacher whose administrative head is merely pretend-
ing to be democratic or who either has so little understanding 
of the requirements of a democratie leader that he unwittingly 
violates most of the rules most of the time. 1 She writes that 
if a superintendent or principal is not willing to abide by 
any decision that may be called a group decision - that 
individual has no right to ask the group to go to the bother of 
making the decision in th~ first place. If the official merely 
wants the advice of the group that point should be made clear 
and if the official does not welcome suggestions from the staff 
. . . 
that should be made clear and if the official does not welcome 
suggestions from the staff that should be made clear also. 
The author gives examples of teacher participation in the 
curriculum revision at Santa Barbara, in planning a school_buil 
dingat Hartford, and in the public schools of San ~1.-.e.~o and 
Springfield, Missouri. In Springfield, a teacher committee 
interviews candidates for teaching positions and makes 
-- ..... 
recommendations to the school board. In Olympia, a ttschool-
. 
board Relations Oommitteen presents ideas to the school 
cornmi ttee. 
1 Alice Miel, nneveloping Teacher Leaders,n Education 
Digest, (April, 1943), 8:51-6. 
6 
C.A.Weber writes that the idea of democratic administration 
was only beginning to be approached th:i,rty years ago but now 
teacher co-operation~in school administration is a generally 
acc~pted principle of schoo+ management at levels - elementary, 
secondary and higher. 1 The obstacle has been the absence or 
the right philosophy of school administration. Weber mentions 
Reavis• idea that there are two types of cooperatio~. The 
most difficult is that which must be secured in an institution 
organized along hierarchal lines.- The·principal does not have 
authority to share responsibility. Teachers here often do not 
recognize that the responsibility for decision rests with the 
school board and not with them. There is no reciprocal 
cooperation. 
The easiest plan results when there is cooperation on a 
project and when the question of a relation of responsibility 
and authority is not a matter of concern. 
The author says the literature on the subject reveals a 
lack of understanding of the relation of_ responsib~li t:r and 
authority within the hierarchy of the organizatio~·- One 
example is when a teacher spokesman for democrat~c_a~nis­
tration maintained that person for person a principal or 
superintendent of schools shoul have no more authority than 
any teacher in the system. 
1 c .. A.-weber, "Faculty Board Planning in Galva Cortlm'unity· 
High Sch6Ql, 11 .American School Board Journal, (February, 1944), 
108:42-3. 
7 
Walter. C. Reusser, professor at the University.C?f 
Wyo!i'!1n~, wr·ite-s that some cri ticisrn of the line-staff type of 
school organization is that it is copied from the arm~ pattern 
and large business enterprises and that it has no place in·the 
democratic administration of the school.l 
The author says it is unnecessary to disrupt present line 
and staff organization in order to plan for teacher particip-
ation i::a administratien. He gives three types of groups. The 
teachers<!. council is one form of democratic procedure. The 
council may be too small or it may be unrepresentative of the 
staff. The faculty meeting is another way and the committee 
for.m of organization is the third. At best committee work is 
pseudo-democratic participation- it is not sharing administra-
tion. 
The best for.m of organization of the staff for democratic 
partieipation has not yet been solved. The teachersJ council 
with members elected by the teachers appears to be the most 
promising, according to Reusser. 
In another article Reusser says that participation of 
teachers in s.chool administration is not a new concept of 
education but it is as old as teaching itself. 2 
l Walter C.Reusser, "If You Want a Democratic Set-Up" 
Nationr~ Schools, (September, 1943), 32:18-19e 
2 Walter c. Reusser, 11Let Them Have a Voice in Planning," 
~Nation'~ Schools, (November, 1943), 32:29-30. 
8 
He says the work of the teacher, in the final analysis, 
is the hub of the educational wheel around which the work of 
the school, including its administration, revolves. 
The eoneept that the teacher is a routine worker who takes 
and executes orders is no longer tenable and is one that few 
school administrators would wish to defend. He says that those 
teachers who do not desire to share in planning are probably 
persons of least professional bent and competence. 
The most important role of the teacher according to Reus-
ser is the setting-up of democratic conditions in the classroom. 
W.E. Goslin, former superintendent in Pasadena, writes 
that if those of us in school administration believe in 
democracy and if we understand what it means to live in a dem-
ocratic atmosphere - then we will see to it that the opportun-
ity for a free exchange of ideas becomes an ~ntegral part of 
our school systems. 1 
Goslin claims that many in administrative and supervisory 
positions have been guilty of blocking the advance of group 
participation in the school system of this country. Democratic 
leadership becomes possible for the first time when some plan 
of procedure is used. 
l Randall Penhale, tlDemocracy Must Be Inherent in School 
Organization, 11 .American School Board Journal, (November, 1944), 
109:15-16. 
9 
Penhale wants to divide the work or the average size high 
school among the superintendent, principal and teacher so that 
it will be evident to the students and community that a true 
democracy exists as opposed to easier methods or totalitarian-
ism. 
The secret of success or such a program, he says, is the 
complete willingness or the administrator to subordinate him-
selr and share his techniques wi.th his teachers. Let it once 
be seen by the teacher that the superintendent or principal 
lacks raith in this plan and the ship is lost. 
F ... A. Hubbard, the N.E.A. research director, writes that 
the ehie.f impediment to democratic participation in most school 
systems arises .rrom a :failure to distinguish between policy-
makiRg and actual administration.1 He says. that most teacher 
parti-cipation is in making courses of study and next is salary 
scheduling. He says the two threats to democratic administr~ 
tion are: 
1. Some teachers who set up policies are unwilling 
to take the consequences. 
2. The school or the administration ignores or 
sabotages the accepted policies. 
One price paid .for democratic administration, according 
to Hubbard, is an increased load of committee assignments 
F.W. Hubbard, 11 Demoeratie Participation in Local 
Administration,n National Education Association Journal, 
(November, 1944), 33:193~4. 
conferences and group activities. He says- the best place to 
begin is with available problems: salary schedules, sick leave, 
selection of books, visual aids, teacher load, transfers, 
dismissals and contracts. 
Hubbard concludes by saying that without democratic 
teacher participation teaching will never attain a professional 
status. 
O.M. Donnelly, superintendent of schools at Montgomery, 
Alabama, lists the reasons for non-participation of teachers: 1 
1. Lack of special training. 
2. Lack of time. To appoint teachers for every 
administrative decision is unnecessary. 
3. Misunderstandings 
He contines by saying that progress will be made· if the 
admi~istrators are sincere, patient, receptive, tolerant, and 
appreciative, and if and when teachers are more adequately 
trained and are granted time and genuine,opportunity for this 
purpose. He says that given time advances can be made but the 
price must be paid by administrative officials who bear the 
burden of criticism. 
Rhodes writes that a century ago school administration 
passed from lay boards where it was democratic to the· prof~s­
sional executive. 2 
l C.M. Donnelly, nHeadaches in Democratic Administration," 
School Executive, (August, 1945), 64:46. 
2 Rhodes, 11Fundamentals of Democratic Administration, H 
American School Board Journal, (September, 1944), 109:27-8. 
1.:1 
He says these men ~ound guidance in bosses or captains o~ 
industry where the manager or superintendent rules with as much 
and assurance of divine approval as the lords of old Rome.l 
He says that special professional administration of school 
has now existed for almost an even century. During the last 
quarter of this century there has emerged a recognition of some 
forgotten democratic concepts, as for example the belief of 
greater strength in cooperative efforts of many than in control 
of one. This twenty-five years is not a very long period 
historically yet it is one-fourth of the history of professiona 
school administration. 
Rhodes says that the experience of this period shows 
continued growth of tea~her participation with ever greater 
degrees of success. 
Of most historical significance is the fact that the 
concept of teacher participation is changing because the 
attitude toward participation is changing. The._"do:tili:m.ant 
attitude has been that the teachers· go to the principal for 
advice. This assumes that the teacher is not an essential 
partner is the operation of the school and is to speak only 
when spoken to. 
The new concept of participation is based on the idea that 
the administrator is one of the staff rather than one above it. 
1 Almack, John C., nHistorical Development of School 
Administration,tt School and Socie:ty, {May 9; 1936) 43:627. 
His recommendations toe board are more than his personal 
opinions modified by such staff advice as he considers desir-
able. 
Teacher participation has its faults but again Rhodes says 
that as long as teachers are meant merely to carry out decrees 
and regulations issued by persons who have been granted super-
ior authority, they are servants or subjects of the administra-
tion not partners in a progressive sense.; 
Rhodes shows the need for establishing between teachers, 
supervisors and the administrator the kind of relationships 
that avoid frustration of personality needs of teachers, which 
is one of the chief virtues claimed for teacher participation. 
He claims there are too many administrators who are at best 
semi-dictators and too many supervisors who feel offended if 
a teacher developes procedures of her own instead of following 
closely the activities and techniques of her supervisor. 
Teachers are still fr:t.ghtened by some principals and still try 
to give the 11right tt a:nswers in teachers' meetings instead of 
entering into discussion. In such organizations, he says, 
there is frequently fear instead of sympathy, feelings of 
inseeuri ty instead of confidence, worry, .tension and strain, 
instead of joy and relaxation, dull, drab work instead of zest 
and purposeful activity. Rhode.s says the prevailing mood in 
the more modern schools is quite the antithesis of the 
autocratically administered schools - to a great extent because 
the administrators have set the pattern of domination, repres-
13 
sion and blame. 
~"-_, 
-c-,r_---.~ _,, 
Rhodes lists the most important ·advantages as follows: 
l. Cooperative thinking has strength and values that 
cannot be followed in authoritated dictation. 
2. Bec~use teachers have close relations to pupils 
they are agents through which policies must be executed 
and they are best able to bring practical consideration. 
3. The quality of' the education program is improved 
through teacher participation. 
4. Teachers function better where thy understand all 
the aspects of' their work and derive satisfaction from it. 
5. It promotes professional growth and leadership 
development. 
6. Teachers are a vital link between the school and 
the public and these relations will be important if the 
teacher feels he is a part of the school. 
7. The school must be democratic if children are to 
get the atmosphere and spirit which can convey to tke 
children the feeling of democracy in action. 
Rhodes combines the specific principles and methods of 
policy making listed by Almack, Lang, Bimson, and Loomis, schoo] 
administrators ~d writers~l,2,3 
l. Democracy is a life process to be experienced 
daily in work and in achievments in schools. 
2. Coordination may be obtained by coercion. 
l .John C. Almack and A.R.Lang, Problems of ··Teaching 
Profession, (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Go., _1925), pp. 114-115. 
2 Oliver H. Bimson, Participation of Scho.ol Personnel in 
Administration, (Lincoln, Nebraska, the author, 1939), PP.20-32. 
3 Arthur K. Loomis, nnemocratic School Administration in 
Practice", Elementary School .Journal, (February, 1941), 41:417-
22. 
3. Participation should be limited by: 
l. Individual training and ability 
2. individual desire to participate 
3. Time and energy individual has for work 
4. The nature of the problem 
4. There must be a center of responsibility for the 
execution of approved policies with delegation of authorit 
equal to delegated responsibility. 
5. Administrative advice and leadership cannot be 
relinquished in the name of democratic participation. 
6. Executive acts s~ould be subject to review in term 
of accepted policies. 
7. Participation must be imperson.al. Each indi viLdual 
should consider the welfare of all above his own group. 
8. The board of education is ultimately responsible 
for the final policy deqisions - final control of the 
school must be in the hands of the people rather than self-
interesteO. employees on permanent tenure. 
9. Participation must be' voluntary. 
10. Some situations do not warrant teacher particip-
ation in emergency decisions. 
ll. Dual character of administration involving form 
and execution of policy should be recognized. 
Participation must be accompanied by responsibility 
for recommendations made. 
13. Minority riglu.ts should be protected and iniative 
and referendum rights should be available only to 
individuals and groups involved. 
14. Participation should concern only problems of 
major importance. 
15. The plan by which participation is organized 
must be adapted to the local situation - the type of schoo2 
organization, the ·political situation, and attitudes of 
the people. 
16. The teachers' council or representative body by 
which participation is accomplished should give full publie 
reports. 
/ 
Weber says teachers should cooperate in planning the 
budgets determining education policies, selection of materials, 
building and evaluation. 
He says the main objeetions are due to the following 
attitudes: 
l.Lack of faith in teachers as co-workers. 
2. Fear of incompetency on part of objectors. 
Robert Hoppock, professor at N .. Y.U., says that the most 
frequent suggestions from teachers in regard to the adminis-
tration is that they have a part in determining sehool policy.l 
He says to be democratic in governing your school you should 
let your teachers feel that your problems are theirs and that 
you welcome and respect suggestions from them. To have the 
respeet of the teachers and students the boss should not speak 
as though he is the. ngreat I am 11 • 
C.G.Miller in an editorial in Educatio:m. says that against 
succombing to a dictatorial administration the teacher should 
refuse to be supine. He says one extreme of education is over-
distribution of authority -everything in the hands of the com-
mi ttee. Too many teachers complain of too many co:mmi ttee~. 
He says let the administration make routine decisions and 
for efficiency but on major problems administration and teach-
era must work together. 
R.J. Carr writes that one of the greatest obstacles to 
teacher participation is the reluctance of some teachers to 
___ 1 _]t.£R~::r..~.JiQ.Ppock, HAs Teachers See Them, tt National Educatic1ia 
.Journal, (Octobers 1949), 38:5'34-5. 
assume responsibility ~or decisions.l He says they thrust 
di~~icult decisions back to the administrators and that teach-
ers too o~ten huddle like sheep waitin,g ~or the administration 
to lead them. Too many teachers have no education philosophy. 
It is because the administrators are willing to take respon-
sibility that they can meet di~~icult and new situations, 
organize· and direct themselves, have convictj,.ons that they have 
power and have larger salaries and prestige. 
Durward Cory, superintendent o~ Rochester, Minnesota, 
writes that teachers in today•s schools. begin by helping 
~ormulate a philosophy for the sehool.2 A connnittee ~or this 
purpose is appointed usually by the·school principal. 
Once democratic principles are in ~ull operation, says 
Cory, schools tend to d.o awa,y With set ·goals, set objectives, 
set curriculums, set methods1in teaching and the like. They 
are democratically organized because they have a large number 
o~ committees in operation and because teachers have a good 
picture of what th~ are trying to do. 
In the fi~al analysis the administration is held 
responsible for the operation of the school system - ~or this 
reason they must exercise care and judgment in placing democrat-
1 R.J'. Carr, 11Teachers Can Improve Their Status,u .Journal 
of Education, (April, 1948), 131:129-130. 
2 N. D. Cory, 11When Teachers Participate in School 
Adrn.inistration, 11 Nations Sehools, (April, 1950), 45:61-2. 
i7 
ic responsibility in the hands of the staff. He says many are 
unwilling to do this yet the capable administrator is one who 
developes the understanding and stature of his staff thru 
participation in solving school problems. 
If the school a&ninistrator moves faster than the teachers 
are ready to accept responsibility the teachers will hold back. 
He must watch the gradual development .of each member and make 
assignments to new responsibilities on that basis. Eventually 
he will have .a far better school system than he could have had 
in any other way. 
Paul Misner, superintendent of schools in Glencoe, Illinoi 
says the most exacting test of a superintendent's·leadership is 
the abil1 ty to deal effectively and c.reatively with people.l 
He writes that he will refrain from making decisions that 
can be more appropriately made by the group. He will never 
dispose his idea arbitrarily on his colleagues. He will know 
that he gets maximum efficiency when his staff is working 
toward goals t~ey h~ve accepted and helped formulate. 
M.L. S~ory, andeducation professor, lists four basic 
objections to dem<D.'cratic administration and proceeds to try to 
prove each one fals~. 2 
First, as compared to business organization, the argument 
l.t Paul J. Misner, npaving the Way For Teachers, 11 School 
Executive, (January, 1951) 70:64. 
2 M.L. Story, "Objections to Participation in Administration~1 
American School Board Journal, (December, 1951) 123:26. 
1.8 
tBat teacher participation makes action ponderous and cumber-
some he answers by saying that education cannot conceivably be 
considered as coldly analagous as private enterprise or manag-
erial activities. 
The objection that teachers are apathetic and incapable 
he answers by saying that such a weakness in our schools calls 
for immediate remedial action and is not a permanent condition. 
He says the objectors fail to recognize the participative 
pattern as an education device. They falsely isolate the 
a~nistrative process. He says that above all, these attitude 
point to the need for a better definition of democratic school 
administration. 
General Articles in Favor Qt. Democracy in. School Administrattl.<:,n 
Frank Estvan writes that education reflects the culture of 
1 
which it is a part. He says that the present desire to live 
in a democratic way has not affected our programs in our schools.. 
The future of our democratic society depends on our schools 
which must be democratic. 
Estvan says democracy means: 
1. Confidence in group judgment to solve problems. 
2. Those bound by decisions can share in formulating 
policies. 
3. Action is based on common agreement. 
1 Frank J. Estvan, unemocratie Processes School Life," 
Elementary school ~ournal, (November, 1942), 43:156-150. 
Teaehers, he says, are gaining reeogni tion of' the part 
they are playing or the part they might play in the :formula-
tion of educational policies - but they are drawn on too 
infrequently and their ideas applied to only a few spheres of' 
school lif'e. 
He says the existence of a sharp 11 superior - inferior 11 
status lies between administrators and teachers. He claims the 
greatest opportunity in training for democracy is the extra-
curriculum field. Pupils have the least opportunity to share 
in determining the school offering. 
He says that laudable as.extra-curr:Lcula activities may 
be in this respect, they are too restricted in time and scepe 
to counteract the pernicious effects of all-teacher no-pupil 
planning which prevails in the vast majority of classrooms. 
Estvan concludes that democratic administration is not 
easily achieved, it constitues the supreme challenge to 
Am.erica 1 s schools. 
Otis Ames wnites that the school o~ganization lends itself 
1 
ea·il:ily to dictatorial procedures. He says to avoid dictator-
ial ways every effort should be made to organize the program 
with that of a community within the school. The practice of 
individual. recognition in the home, in the church, and in the 
school is mightier than the sword in the defense of democracy. 
1 Otis Q. Ames, "What is Democratic Educational Administra-
tion,11 School and Society, (April 4, 1942), 55:387-90. 
r:o l'iv . 
E. T. McSwain lists the signs of Democr-atic admini·stration 
1. Faculty participation in determining educational 
policies and administrative practices. 
2. Single salary schedule. 
3. Elimination of' competitive devices, such as 
teacher ratings and privileged promotion. 
4. Academic freedom 
5. Dismi.ssal only after public hearing 
6. Safeguarding of teacher's rights and privileges 
as citizens. 
7. Teacher council 
8. Elimination of rigid supervision 
9. Recognition of intelligent exper~~entation and 
creativity 
A.L. McDonald writes that she does not know a single 
administrator who does not subscribe to the principle of 
democracy or who does not believe himself to be a democratic 
person.2 
J.M.Lynch writes:3 
11A higher order of administration competence is' 
1 A.L. McDonald, "~at a -Glassroom Teacher Thinks of 
Democracy in School Administration, 11 School Executive, 
(December, 1945) 65:73-4. 
' 2 J.M. Lynch, "Leadership and the Development of Democratic 
Administration, 11 American School B<Dard Jou:nnal, (June, 1947) 
114:19-20. 
-
3 B. H. Bode, 11New Kind of Administration, 11 Nation 1 s Schools 
(August, 1948), 42:20-1. 
2.1 
·required to lead a group of teaemers to pool their 
knowledge and experience to resolve their differences and 
agree upon a constructive plan o:f action that is needed 
to give orders ~e tQQse same teachers and see that the 
orders are carried out. 11 
Boyd Bode writes that a principal must explain how he 
proposes to educate for democracy. 1 He must have a conviction 
of his own as to meaning of liberty and democracy. He says the 
principal must show how this meaning applies to education - las 
he must win popular support for his program. 
B~F. Pittenger writes that school administration today 
is becoming less authoritarian and more eooperative.2 He says 
evidence of' this is in the literature, texts, programs of 
professional meetings, yearbooks, publications of professional 
societies. The issue today is how far the process should be 
carried out. It is now clear, he says, that days of autocratic 
bossism are over. 
Pittenger writes that when first approached the literature 
on the .subject seems confused and contradictory. After receiv-
ing large numbers of studies one author writes: 
11 There is no common interpretation of what constitute1: 
democratic practice. Each one defines it in terms of his 
ideals, his beliefs. and· his particular situation. n3 
l B. H. Bode, "New Kind ·or Administration, 11 Nation'~ Schools 
August, 1948), 42:20-l. 
2. B.F. Pittenger, 11 Two Interpretations of Democratic School 
Adm.inistration,n American School Board .Jo.urnal, (May, 1948), 
116:17-9. 
3 W.I. Miller, "Democracy in Educational Administration, n-
Bureau of Pllblications, Teachers College, Colum~a~ University. 
1942, p. 30. 
.He says the case for democracy in administration is 
presented from two different points of view. One is the concep 
that tb.e school is democratic if it is efficient and achieves 
the publicly determined educational goals. T~is idea says the 
school is democratic because it is an institution established 
by a democratic society. 
The other view is that each local school is a 11microcosm 
of democracy 11 that teachers should have legal protection which 
will place them beyond fear or reprisal as they insist on 
democratic rights. The test of democratic school administratio:m. 
is the extent to which it provides outlets for the 11 rights 11 of 
all persons immediately concerned. The first criterion is 
efficiency and the second is privilege to speak for rights. 
These two points of view, he says, are poles toward whieh 
resp~stive partisaRs drift. 
The author claims that the purpose of cooperative planning 
from tlu.e first point of view is to impr0ve the effieiency of the 
school in its socially assigned obligations. He lists four 
arguments for it: 
l. Better policies will result. This used to be the 
work of the superintendent but no superintendent can know 
all the answers arising in the course of administrating a 
school system. Rather than to have the source of all 
knowledge, insight, and skill, he is the leader and 
co-ordinator of those with whom he works. 
2. Policies cooperatively developed will be better 
executed than policies 11haE.ded down 11 • The ·quality of 
performance in executing policies by teachers can be 
increased by their feeling of responsibility in them -
the way to get their· interest is through co-operative 
planning. Participation shoul be shared among as many as 
possible of the workers. 
3. The value' of partieipation is the means of 
stimulating professional interest and growth~ Teachers 
are apt to regard work as mechanical rather than 
professional. She gets out of the rut of mechanical 
routine and gets perspective and stimulation if she helps 
in policies. 
The last position was expressed by a superintendent when 
he said: 
1. No school system which neglects the growth of the 
growth of the school corps can successfully cultivate the 
growth of the students. 
2. Provision for the growth of the ~chool corps 
iRvolves .Participation in such democratic processes as 
observation, initiation, consultation, persuasion, 
cooperative .study and proposing. 
3. T~e superintendent, therefore, must plan for the 
participation of the members of the schoo·l corps in the 
study of,·cornmon problems and. the formulation of policies 
under which all may operate. 
4. The fourth argument is that the principle 
purpose of education is to build men and citizens for a 
damocratic society. Classrooms should be democratic, but 
democratic practices will not come from teachers who them-
selves are subject to an autnori tarian system of admini.s-
tration. ' 
The reform of the authoriliarian plan of administration ~.':• 
is advocated on the ground that it is necessary for achieving 
the basic purpose of the school. He says the most effective way 
to educate for democracy is to have children live in a democra-
cy. The school must therefore be maintained as a fine example 
of democratic life. 
He says we must not expect teachers to assume leadership 
in setting any democratic life in the sch~ols 
are a part of an authoritarian organization. 
the child to acquire the meaning of democracy 
if they themselvefl 
We must not expec~ 
by living under al 
f'ascist regime. 
Pittenger says there should be complete agreement among 
school exeeutives in belief' that it is futile to attempt to 
teach children the principles of democracy living in .. ,a school 
organized and administered in an aut9cratic manner. 
Pittinger closes by saying that participation makes for 
eff'iciency; that is its justification. Therefore~ under the 
concept, participation may be regarded as a new responsibility 
or duty laid upon each participail.t·.;;:-:, rath:er than a privilege 
or a rigkt. Ei'f'iciency~ he says, will be ~ost, if' everybody 
about a school shares in the planning of the school, in every 
conceivable policy. 
M. L. Story writes that tln.e basic viewpoin~s in regard 
to administration range f'rom a kind of liberalism (perhaps 
radicalism) to extreme conservatism. 1 Many persons believe, 
without qualif'ication, that today 1 s schools are being admin-
istered autocr.atically and that sweeping changes are in order. 
Others, he says, point optimistically to a substantial ana 
promising increase of' democracy in present-day school adminis-
tration. A third group strongly def'ends all the conventional 
elements in present practice firmly opposing so-called 
"democratic administration 11 and actively criticizing movements 
designed to promote it. 
The author claims that the growth of' democratic administra-
1 M.L.Story, nnemocracy As An Issue in School Administration,' 
Elementary_School Journal, (February, 1951), 51:313-21. 
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tion has been due to three factors: 
1. The growth of professional standards of teachers 
2. The rise of the large city school systems. 
3. The realization that group study of e~riculum 
problems is better than authoritarian procedures. 
Story writes that one of the most important influences 
in shaping modern conceptions of administration has been the 
problem of administrative control developed in industrial and 
military organizations. 
J.D. Grambs, professor at the University of Stanford, clai s 
that the stereotyped disciplinarian makes it dif'fi:eult to have 
democratic administration. Ee claims teachers are afraid of the 
I principal and will not go to the office unless ordered to do so J 
Principals sheuld establish a public personality, not of an all 
powerful boss but of one who leads the school and the community 
to a more effective p·erform.ance of the education function. 
C. Trillingham quotes superintendents as to how they obtai'. 
a high level mf morale. 2 One custodian told him (the superin-
tendent) th.at he enjoyed working in that school because the 
superintendent made him feel as if he were working 11with rather 
thBn. for him." 
He writes also that staff members should get recognition 
1 J.D. Grambs, nno Classroom Teachers Really Want Democrati 
Administration," Nations Schools, (November, 1950), 46:40-l. 
2 c.c. Trillingham, "Teamwork is the Essence of Good Morale; 
School Executive, (June, 1951), 70:60-1. 
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for their consultation ideas • 
. The following are quotations from superintendents: 
. nwe have attempted. to practice democra~y. in admi:nis- j 
tration by keeping avenues of communication open between 
teachers and administrators so all employees might manifes 
ideas or feelings." 
nThe teachers' advisory council meets two or three 
times a semester with teachers from each;;_~graEI.e level." 
11The teachers work together as an administrative 
staff so there is consistency of policy from one member 
to another. 'No:bhing provides teachers with greater con-
fidence than to feel the entire administrative staff is 
working as a team. This takes a lot of effort because it 
means endless hours of continuous discussions and because 
you never arrive at a complete final answer. However, it 
is worthwhile because the entire school works as a unit. 11 
Trillingham writes that the superintendent is the key 
person in developing good morale, but he can't do it alone. 
The first step in improving morale is to realize that school 
administration is no longer a one-man job. If the superintend-
ent practices democracy in administration which is basic to gooc 
morale, he must operate a school on the basis of sound policies 
rather than personal politics. 
B.R. Miller, high school principal, writes that teachers 
have no legal right in the name of democracy to ask an adminis-
trator to share his authority with them unless they can in some 
way assume responsibility for the decisions they make. 1 No good 
can come from a system wherein the teacher shares in decisions 
but the administrator alone takes praise or blame for the results. 
1. B. R. Miller, uDemocracy Within Reasonable Rights,n 
Clearing House, (December, 1951), 26:200-2. 
Clyde Campbell, author of' the book Practieal Applicatio:ra~ 
o~ Democratic Administration, writes that the belie~ that 
schools s~ould help preserve the democratic way of life has 
1 
almost universal acceptance. But, he says, the tkeory of 
democratic administration presents an odd paradox beeause·taere 
is disagreement o~ how to reach the goals. F.ew areas in ed-
ucation today reflect so many misconceptions and confusions. 
He says autocratic leaders disguise their domineering under the 
mantle o~ democratic administration. 
He s~ys there are teachers who proclaim their rights but 
say nothing of their responsibilities and than many teachers 
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are confusing anarchy with democracy. He claims the stucture o:tiil 
public school administration starts people in confusion and leacs 
them into greater confusion. 
Structure, he says, use~ to be important in the democratic 
movement.. Leaders in tlae 30 r s claimed our educational organiz-
atioR was aescended from the army and big business. 
He says the discussion on struct'U.Y.t stopped, changed dir-. 
ection and began a diseu-s:sio:.ta 'Of democratic behavior of teachers 
and administrators. ·L9ve pf fu~dllivilidua+ ~an fpr ~fus fel+pw men 
was the themSI of reaearch from 1930 to 1940. Democratic emotion-
alism helped by planning democratic action programs with promis-
ing research in pupil-teacher planning, group processes, socio-
metrica, and aspects of group dynamics~ 
C.M. Ca:rnpbeil, uAdministrator "Treads..::.a Perilous Path Between 
School Board and Professional Staff, n Natio:m.s Schools, (March, 
1952), 49:49-50. 
' ;..-.. 
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He writes that most o~ the developmemt in democratic 
relationships is still academic in character. It works better 
on paper than in community situations. The prevailing structure 
has shaped all administration with ideas old and new into a. 
~ixed pattern which f'l.ows along the path o~ old academic struct[ 
ure. The popular concept is that the boa~d should make policies 
and the administration should execute the policies. -11 
Oampbell further states that those who believe in demoerat~c 
administration seldom question that the board should adopt 
polieies - o~ten though the administrator both determines and 
executes policies of' the school. This is an aut.ocratic school 
system. 
The author says that the staf'f' should formulate policies 
and the board should accept or reject them. This would not be 
a radical departure because many administrators recommend only 
those pelicies approved by the staf'~. 
Administrators, he says, must start where the people are -
there is no other way to achieve ef'f'ective results. If' the 
administrator gets too :far ahe.ad of' the· teacher and community 
he may find hllimself' in another community. The democratic way 
is the efficient and expedient mthod of' moving ahead with a 
new educational program. 
He says there is a problem in structurebecause administra 
tors work under self-imposed rules rather than under rules 
approved by the board of' education. The board expects the 
administration to perform under the iine-staf'f' system while the 
faculty expects him to oper'ate under a democratic system of 
administration. Even the tactful administrator walks a 
precarious path between the two groups. When strife develops, 
some administrators huddle around the board; some identify themiL 
- I 
selves with the staff and some try to straddle the chasm. Man~~ 
administrators get isolated so tnat they are trusted by neither
1
• 
Tae structure needed, says the author, is one that defineJ 
the task for which each person is accountable - this well 
protects and frees the administrators, teachers and board 
members. 
Boaras should participate in policy formulation but the 
burden of the formulation should be within the acceptance of 
the school board and formulated by the professional staff. 
M.L. Story, p~ofessor .at Winthrop ~ollege, writes that 
the worst impediment to an interchange of ideas about democrac~ 
in school administration is the astonishing lack o.f agreement 
th ·t· d f. ·t· 1 among au · or1 1es upon a common e ln!L 1on. . He· says the 
wealth of the literature would ·seem to indicate complete 
elucidation of its basic principles but wide reading fails to 
bring to light the satisfactory resolution of many perplexitie 
around this elusive concept. A sharp attack on the problem of 
defining democracy in school administration is seldom essayed. 
The empb..asis in most writings is upon exhortation and there is 
--1 .. ~'M.b;,:...etory, 11 Semantics and Democrat:l.c School Administra-
tion, 11 Educational Administration and Supervision, (:Marcla,l95:) 
38:155-9. 
continual complacent talk on vague terminology. A recurrent 
concern, he says, is given by Hunkins: 
TIThe much used term democratic school administration 
is in want o~ critical analysis. It is one of those gen-
eral ideas that get into the rollective educational mind_ 
without su~ficient scrutiny. 11 
He says that democracy in sc~ool administration is an 
elusive, subjective judgtn.ent - a .. _-)practice may seem democratic 
to one person and undemocratic to another person. If a person 
believes a practice is democratic, it is for him at least, and 
will remain so until the conception changes. 
G.M. Campbell writes in his book that in spite of the ~act 
that America has had a democratic form of government for more 
than 150 years people still conceive of the good leader who 
uses the whip of authority, or at best~ persuades and sways 
2 people through emotional appeals. When people accept such a 
viewpoint it means that they are lending encoura~ement to the 
development of totalitarian practices in a democratic state. He 
further states that having power qver people is like a drug -
the more power is exercised - the more it is desired. 
An old adage states thAt when ~verybody is responsible 
nobody is responsible. T~ere is more truth than fiction in this 
statement. When a group makes a dec.ision it is difficult to 
fix responsibility. 
1 R. V. Hunkins, 11 Democratie School Administr.ation: A 
Mis::aomer or a Misconception, 11 Educational Administration and 
SuEervision, (September, 1939) XXV, p. 419. . ---
. 2 C.M .. Campbell, Practical Application of Democratic 
Administration, (Harpers,· 1952). . · 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERAL ARTICLES AGAINST DEMOCRATIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 
Thomas Barham writes that ndemocratic administration 11 was 
welcomed as an expression in keeping with the times, but to 
those interested in probing the meaning of the phrase these 
two or three words unlock one of the most baff~ing swamps or 
intellectual confusion and Befuddlement in contemporary 
educational thinking.l Barham wants a clear defin1tion of the 
phrase. 
He says the advocation of democratic administration puts 
men in an untenable position from the outset because the law 
has inflexibly fixed respons1t>ility. He says some administrat-
ors sit ex officio at committees and drop hints in order to 
secure the right solution to control the issues. This 'is dem-
sralizing to the healthy conception of democracy. 
He says the present democratic administrators have compres-
sed the issue into an inadequate conc~ption of the role o:f an 
educational administrator in our democracy! Barham claims the 
argument that the teachers will be autocratic unless they share 
in administration policies is not tenable. He says there is 
opportunity for democratic living in a religious organization, 
political organization, professional organization or in social 
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l Thomas G. Barham, jr., nDemocraey in School Administration, n 
American School Board Journal, (June, l942), l04:l5-l7. 
service organization. 
He says notwithstanding all the educational literature 
democratic administration is not the only way teachers may 
praetiee democratic principles. And, he adds, that the artir-
icial nature o.f democratic administration is an e:ffective bar-
rier to genuine democratic experience. 
The drainage of energy to carry out the administrative 
activities will be d~trimental to teacher effieaency and it will 
be costly to the citizens. 
He says too many administrators have eapitalized on this 
~11-advised trend. It is unsound to impose on teachers 
administrative problems while they already have a challenging 
jGask. 
Under the name of democratic a~inistration all sorts of 
programs have mushroomed. Invariably such structures have been I 
~own as a 11benevolent dietatorship~1 nenlightened autocracy, 11 
bd "paternalism. n Many administrators· think of democratic 
.l<Jministration in terms o:f'dihn:reiio:!lliq!jgtl;Jae teia.el!ter by placing him 
on committees or councils to advise the principal or superin-
tendent without surrendering one bit of authority. 
Some feel the only way to live the democratic way is for 
the teacher to practice it at the administrative set-up. The 
evidence of educational literature suggests that college 
pro.fessors and administrators haYe sou~t ~o escape from the 
uneomforta dilemma by urging, one one hand, that such a soft-
ened line-·and-staf.f organization be called demoaratie admin.is-
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tration. 
Barham ends by saying there is no justification for hirin 
an administrator unless he is to provide an efficient, intell-
igent administration of the school system so that teachers can 
develop the innate resources of their pupils free from annoyanc 
and interruption. 
M.W. Tate, superintendent at Gooding, Idaho, ·writes that 
the idea qf teacher participation in public. schools resulted in 
a great deal of. haphazard activity including having teachers 
fuss with the budget, fix salary schedules, hire janitors and 
prinCipals and sometimes teachers spent as much time in running 
the school as in teaching.l 
He says this idea worked better in magazines and summer 
session seminars than in practice and it has created more 
problems than it has solved. Successful cases have been when 
teachers chose solutions. desired by the comm~nity, and the 
administration. 
It seems improbable that in most autocratic schools teach-
ers would be conformists. Questions such as which department 
will get the money will cause hitterness and division. 
Tate says that if' the board were bound to starrl. by decis-
ions of teachers we would have an unconstitutional delegation 
ofauthority and a situation in which those making the decisions 
had no definite responsibility for the outcome. 
1 M. W. Tate, "Teachers Should Not Play At Administration, 11 
Nation's Schools, (June, 1943), 31:42-3. 
There are no limits to the solicitations and uase of sug-
gestions and acceptance of honest cooperation is better than 
cooperation where teacners think they are in charge of much 
when actually they are in charge of nothing. 
He says that book selection, extra-curricular affairs, and 
routine authority may b~ delegated without damage. He closes by 
saying the principal should take the following attitude: 
11 r~solici t your suggestions knowing full well that you 
understand me to be no more obligated to use them than you 
are obligated to use the advice of your pupils in affairs 
for which you are responsible.n 
R.V. Hunkins, superintendent of schools in Leads, South 
Dakota, writes that a part of teacher's training must be that 
of submitting gracefully and happily to the requirements of 
t . t 1 execu ive manggemen • If ~he good teachers I know and have 
known are typical, then efficient teachers prefer to be let alone 
to teach and not to be bothered too much about administrative 
matters, he says. The teachers not too much interested in class 
room work are ones most likely to worry about the right to be 
consulted on the general administrative policies of the school. 
Their counsel is not too good. Good teachers are· li'kely to lose 
faith in an administration that is seeking an expression from 
the teachers on this and that and appearing afraid to take a 
stand. It is a reflection on school administration if it cannot 
'defise better policies than the teachers (primarily occupied in 
another field) could. 
1 R. v. Hunkins, 11 Democratic School .Administration: .A Misnome 1r> 
or a Misconception, 11 Education .Adm. and Su'Q. (Sept., 1939) ,XXV p419 
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Hunkins closes by saying that if democratic.school admin-
istration means worrying teachers about administrative matters 
the execut~ye employees should sett~e without bothering teachers' 
or if it means surrendering to the teacher power invested by thj 
people in the executive it is a misconception. If~ on the othei 
hand, it means enough consultation of the teachers and enough 
regard for their professional rigla.ts and welfare to insure 
efficient administration and instruction then it is the right 
thing called by the wrong name - a misnomer. 
Rhodes writes that participation may retard the educationa 
program because of t~e professional lag which sometimes exists 
1 -between teachers and admini,;Jtrators. He says the democratic 
processes are slower and will retard administrative action and 
that individual control offers greater efficiency and order. 
He says that some teachers are not equipped by training, 
experience, or judgment for the responsibilities of policy 
making. He says also that if the staff recommendations are 
not accepted by the school administrator the effect of partic-
ipation will be more demoralizing than constructive. 
He says teachers do not have the time, engergy, or interesT! 
needed for consideration of administrative problems. Also part~ 
icipation may open the way for unwholesome interest or control 
by poor leaders or radical elements. 
]1 Rhodes, 11Fundamentals of' Democratic Administration, 11 
American School Board Journal, ·(September~ 1944), 109:27-28. 
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Teachers who fail te,.'a~cept the responsibility for policy 
making~if they participate m~y have less freedom than if they 
were associated with policy making not at all. 
G. W. Wille.tt at Marquette University writes that teacher 
participation is an additional burden, the teachers are un-
trained and teachers don't want :t;o be on a connni ttee. 1 He S§Jf 
the majority opinions of teachers do :not necessarily come with n 
the limitations of practicality or even legal restrictions. 
He says further that college.courses o:f administration 
enroll seven men for each woman, and that only a few women 
have any preparation in courses o:f administration. He says unt l 
more women take administrative training the expert in adminis-
tration must not abdicate in favor of a willing but untrained 
:faculty. 
Willett tells the story o:f the washout in the road over 
which he was traveling by automobile. The crowd there spent 
:four hours trying to cross the road •. Finally a road engineer 
came along and drove right over the washout. When an emergenc 
arose neither the majority or minority opinions of non-technic-
ally trained persons offered the solution. An expert in ten 
minutes solved the problem. 
He closes by saying there should be no democratic adminis 
tration until tRe teachers have more democratic training. 
--r G •. W. ·Willett, npJ:.ace 0f the Expert in Democratic Adminis-
tration, u American School Board Journal, (May, 1950), 120:29-
30. 
Leland Marsh, superintendent· of schools in Henry County, 
Florida, says that· 11Democratic Administration 11 is a loose term 
and it has been abused so that the whole method may be brought 
to disrepute.l He says of all the crimes committed in the name 
of democrac:y., the manipulation of opinion, or . votes of teachers 
by~Jpower politics is the greatest travesty. on the name. Machine 
politics produces a smooth running administration in a city hal~ 
or high school but we do not want that sort. 
He says a drink of pure spring water is good for all pers-
ons but too much of the same may destroy a life; just so the 
expression of too much staff opinion or public opinion can be 
confusing or really deadly in carrying on an efficient school 
or school system. 
Marsh tells of the experiehce he had in a contest for sell-
ing war bonds. His school won a trip to a theater providing 
the school went en masse. The teachers voted to dismiss the 
school and let the pupils go to the theater themselves without 
teacher supervision. The result w~s general disorder, a snow-
ball fight, and the-principal lost the friendship of the theate 
owner. 
Another time the. teachers voted not. to have corridor, 
playground, or cafeteria supervision - the classroom was the 
limit of the teachers t interest. Marsh asks, "How could such 
a grade A staff make such poor decisions? 11 
1 Leland c~ .Marsh, TIWhat is Democratic School Administration11 
School Executive, (May, 1949), 68:42-5. 
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He says that age, training and cloistered ivory towers o:r 
the classrooms make it hard for them to mentally leave the clas-
srooms. They were untrained in administration and supervision. 
Marsh claims that. specialization has become a common 
practice in education. He says we can still be democratic in 
administration even if every sta:r:r member does not vote on 
every decision • 
. He says that if your son were ill - whom would you prefer 
to make the decision as to how he should be treated? He says 
h~ would turn to the best specialist in the cormn.unity who might 
in turn consult other experts but he might overrule them in the 
end. If he asked the le·sser trained hospital staff, cooks, 
nurses, sweepers, etc. and :followed their advice against his 
own better judgment he would receive my wrath if my son died. 
He says we respect expert opinion in medicine and the same 
should be true in education. 
He says true democracy in administration is based on the 
middle ground which considers the rights of all, respects the 
needs of all, and is guided by the most expert opinion avail-
able. 
Marsh claims the really democratic administra.tor considers 
the opinions of the staff members who are really trained in 
problems being considered. He says he weighs their opinion and 
he makes his own decision afterwards.. He says no board of 
education respects an administrator who hides behind·the vote 
of the teachers if bad decisions are made. 
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He says,curriculum, textbooks, courses o~ study, and the 
extracurriculum are all subjects calling ~or the advice o~ tea-
chers. The administration should ~ind out the star~ reaction 
to a new policy first. If the reaction is cool he must educate 
his teachers. The enthusiastic cooperation o~ his staff when 
initiating a new venture is pre~erable to an edict by the boardJ 
A conditiQn of rapport must exist between the administra-
tion and the staf'f so the staff can report needed improvements 
without f'ear of' reprisal. 
The administrator who attempts to be the uGreat r·~n and 
runs the whole show is robbing his s~hool or city of' all t~e 
wealth of' experience, ideas and training of' his best educated 
and experienced teachers. He is leading his school ·down a 
poverty stricken path compared with the schoo+ using cooperat-
ive planning in which each staf'f member has an opportunity to 
contriQute his or her own best. No man knows as much as his 
whole staf'f' combined.: 
On the other hand, one unfortunate experience can cast 
~discredit on the whole principle of teacher cooperation in 
organization and planning. The administrator who uses his stat'~ 
as expert opinion - each in his or her own specialty - and 
never in shotgun style will' gain a greater degree of' teacher 
participation than he dreamed possible - especially if' credit 
is given. 
Jacobs feels that many approaches to the problem are 
indicative of fear. He says it is very likely that much of 
the current discussion of the need for democratic control is 
probably ·motivated by the sense of private loss rather than by 
a reawakening sensitivity to the desirability of applying dem-
ocratic principles more widely.l 
1 J.E. Jacobs, 11 Democracy in School Control," Education 
Administration and Supervision, 11 (March, 1941) 27:193. 
CHAPTER III 
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF TEACHER PARTICIPATION 
Benjamin Klazer, superintendent at Bay City, Michigan, 
writes that the,teachers in Bay City Schools are the key people 
1 in formulating courses of study and standards of achievement. 
They set up an instructional council which perfo~s many of the· 
func_tions commonly assigned to the assistant superintendent in 
larger school systems. 
G.P.- Nickle writes that the faculty members of Newark 
schools have been given approval to put into practice cooperat-
ive school administration. 2 A steering committee was appointed 
with teachers selected proportionally. They planned the school 
calendar and minor committees were formed within the framework 
of this committee. The faculty - social committee, American 
Education week, P.T.A. membership, and Christmas program commit-
tees were formed. Specific drives, professional leadership, and 
faculty rooms were authorized by other committees. 
L. M. Klein, superintendent in Harrison, New York, writes 
that the superintendent's policy committee was formed and made 
1 Benjamin Kla~er, 11Bay City Likes its Assets," School 
Executive, .(April, ·1946), 65:54-5. 
2 G.P. Nickle, "Democracy in Administration at Newark Through 
Teachers' Committees,n Clearing Hou:se, (March,l947), 21:390. 
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up of one representative from each of three elementary schools 
and the high school along with the four principals and the 
superintendent. 
He lists the following subjects which this group studied: 1 
l. Education:.'for the gifted child 
2. Promotion policies 
3. Self-rating of teachers 
4. Sick-leave 
5. Sabbatical leave 
6. School calendar 
7. Salary revision 
Klein says that nine years of experience convinced him that 
the policy is. sound and wo.rthwhiie. N'ow the board knows that· '; 
when the superintendent presents his plan for a new policy 
considerable thought has been given to the action recommended 
and that the idea is sound before.the action of a vote is taken. 
Nashville, Tennessee Board of Education, invited the 
teachers' association to select one principal and two teachers 
as a teachers' pane1. 2 This panel attends all the school board 
meetings and is ~ecognized by the board as an accredited 
representation of the teachers and that it will present to the 
board the viewpoint of the teachers. It does not have the right 
to vote. 
W.R. Goodwin, superintendent at Hutchinson, Kansas, describes 
the 11 Superintendent 's advisory council n which is :rra de up of 
eight people including five teachers, one from each class and 
1 L.M. Klein, nGiving Teachens a Sh~re in Determining 
Educational Policy, u .American School Board Journal, (May, 1 47) 
114:36-7. . 
2 nNashville Bo·ard Asks Teacher Cooperation, 11 American 
School Board Journal, (June, '1944), 108:40. 
the president of the teachers association plus three people -
one from each administrative group.l This group meets every 
m9nth 'in an advisory capacity - it has no constituted author-
ity but it gains as much result as if it had. The superinten-
dent has more donfidence in presenting his ideas to all the 
teachers if the teachers on the council like it. 
Edwin Juckett, supervising principal from Hyde Park, New 
York, describes his workshop in administration. 2 There is a 
steering committee - and this consists of three members to plan 
and administer the workshop. Every teacher is one one study 
committee·- and meetings are held one afternoon a week. Teach-
ers make choices from the following committees: 
1. E:ffect of war on next year.' s pro:gram 
2. Extracurricular program 
3. Discipline 
4. ~rocedure changes 
Juckett says library of reference material was collected 
and ~hureweeks were spent in reading and committee work. The 
The principal cooperated mainly with the mechanical details of 
thw workshop. A workshop .day was held for reports and out of 
seven major recommendations made six were carried- out. 
Vincent Kassenbrock, of Fort Hamilton High School, tells 
of complaints of teachers about.thefr assignments to the 
1 W.R. Goodwin, "Useful Technique in Democratic Procedure, 11 
.American School Board Journal, (November, 1945), 111:28-9. 
2 J.A. Juckett, nworkshop Adventure in Democratic Adm.inis-
tration,n .American School Board Jcmrnal, (Octobe·r, 1944),109: 
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cafeteria or study ha11. 1· The principal chose a comm.i ttee to 
set up a plan of rotation wln.ich the principal said he would 
follow .• The groups of as sign:rnent were divided i:rt~o: 
1. Mechanically rotatable :- cafeteria, study hall 
2. Mechanically specialized skills, millmeograph room 
· 3. Program cornmi ttee chairman 
Byron Kirby, says that committees with long, ramb~ing 
meetings are not good. 2 He says ,the requirements for a good 
committee include: 
1. Good, neutral and well-versed chairmen· 
2. limited number of meetings 
3. short meetings 
4. definite problems 
Kirby says every elementary school building has a repres-
entative on the curriculum committee. Each committee selects 
its own chairmen, each committee has its own administrative 
advisor and the cornmi ttee gets $50 for his work. Repor·ts .from 
each committee must be in by April l and acted upon by the 
admini~tration and board of edu9ation. 
·Gilber:b Willey, superintendent in Lincoln, Nebraska, 
describes the plan for elementary teacher participation. in a 
' . 
. 3 
city of 30,000 people. 
1 V. Kassenbrock, nnemocratic Solution to Problem of 
Building Assignments,u High Points, (June, 1~48) 30:31-4. 
2 B.C. Kirby, 11Lets Appoint a Comm.ittee,n Elementary Schoo 
Journal, (January, 1949) 49:292-5. 
3 G.S. Willey, norganizing for Gurrieulum'Improvement, 11 
EducationLeadership, (October, 1949), 7:43-8. 
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In the system of' ten elementa~y schools the committee of' thirty 
is the key. There are on this committee two representatives 
from each unit of' stxteen teachers plus eight administrators 
including the principals, supervisors, and superintendent. This 
deliberative body works well if' all participate. 
Also there i.s a_ cormni ttee\ of' six chosen from the cormni ttee 
of' 30 to expedite the work of' the large group. The cormnittee 
is made up of' f'our teachers, the principal and one supervisor 
and they only do.what the eornmittee of' 30 asks them to do. 
At the meetings of' the committee of' 30 the superi~tendent 
presides. They elect members -to the committee of'.six and they 
ask the committee of' s:ix to prepare questionnaires to be sent 
to elementary school teachers about school problems. This com-
mi ttee elects a permanent dhairman, preferably a classroom 
teacher. Other duties of' the committee of' six are: 
l. Select a chairman. 
2. ArRange for a meeting in school time if' possible. 
3. Prepare agenda for meeting of' committee of' thirty 
and the eharrm.an of' the committee of 30 should be 
an ex officio member·of the committee of 6. 
Samuel Moskowitz, principal of' the Eastern District High 
School in New York ·city, says that the legal argument that 
responsibility may not be shared is merely a rationalization 
and defense mechanism of' those whos·e ego drives have no place 
1 . h for sharing power with others. The c · ief' job of' a. pr.incipal 
is to mold· the staff' into a working. team. Only throu.gh 
l S. D. Moskowitz, uTeacha·rs' Council in Democratic 
Administration, u National Association of School Principals 
Bulletin, (January, 1950), 34!133-42. ,-
democratic administrative practice can teacher morale be kept 
high. 
He says that despite alleged obstacles to teacher·partic-
ipation there has b'een a steady growth in the number of teacher 
councils organized in New York City Schools. Those who tried 
the teachers' council idea find its progress s~ow and sometimes 
rough. One of the difficulties is the. extra time it entails, 
another is the slowness of decisions but democratic decisions 
are always slow but they are best in the long run. Moskowitz 
says the greatest difficulty is the lack of understanding the 
average teacher has of school administration. 
At a Junior High School in Brooklyn teachers nominate 
and elect twelve members of the Teachers' Council aj:; a regular 
faculty meeting.l One-third of the members of the council rotat. 
annually. The council elects its own chairman, they hold 
regular meetings which are open to the whole staff and matters 
of teacher interest·and professional concern are handled. 
The chairman of. ·the· couricil discusses all recommendations 
with the principal. If there are no objections the recommend·,.. 
ations are posted and vot~d on at the next meeting. If the 
vrincipal objects the proposals are brought back to'the council 
for reconsideration. 
The council has four sub-committees on the subjects of 
yearly promotion, ·Constitution, and on a bulletin for new 
teachers. 
__ l_ ... J! .. L..RQ.l?.i.!l§.On, nwe Call It a Teacher Expressionaire, II 
Nationst Schools, (November, 1948), 42:40-l. 
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H. Robinson, superintendent of schools in Augusta, Kansas 
says that if'. there is no specific planning to encourage 
teacher participation, there will be little offered on the part 
of the teacher. A simple def'ice for getting resources of 
teachers is regular use of the ttexpressionaires 11 - sheets 
asking for teachers 1 opinions on major and minor issues con-
fronting the school. It is a tool of democracy. Information 
on the following subjects was requested: 
1. teachers 1 workload and assignments. 
2. areas in the teachers own department and buildings 
in need of' study 
3. ways the administration can help the. teacher 
4. grading and promotion 
5. purchase. and distribution of supplies 
6. improving buildings and grounds . 
7. things helping and harming teacher morale 
There are no snoopy questions and the questionnaires are 
not used to evaluate teachers. 
If used right the teachers will be frankly critical if' 
necessary. The results s~ould be summarized and duplicated 
and made available to all· as a basis for discussion. 
James F. Dunne, principal of the evening school of Dedham, 
Massachusetts, writes that the superintendent's advisory counci 
in Dedham is made up of' all the employees not just.the teachers 
1 
of Dedham alone. They conducted an experiment in participatio~ 
in policy determination. Their advisory council has the f'ollowl 
ing members: 
l.one for each ten teachers by buildings 
2. two for principals 
3. one for supervisors and special teachers 
4. one for clerks and nurses 
5. two for custodians 
In this system the principal may not be a representative 
from his building.1 This advisory council must meet three times 
a year but it has never met less than eight and it has met as 
much as fifteen times. 
The first three years it worked on the salary. The school 
committee adopted the basic salary schedule proposed by the com 
mittee. 
The council also sponsored two exhibits o:fl school work. 
Dunne said that there would have been screams to high heaven if 
the administration had asked this. 
The council has caus~d a democratic atmosphere to surround 
the teachers relationships and there has been a breakdown of 
different levels. 
He says the council will bring an e.f.ficient school system 
· because it uses· a democratic means to rea,ch a goal and it gives 
teachers dignity. 
Henry Antwell, a principal of a junior high school in New 
York says that a comprehensive study he made f'ound that teacher 
valued participation in school administration above all other 
methods for improving thaa;ir teaching.2 
The democratically elected teachers council offers to the 
principal the best means'of using teacher thinking in the 
1 J .. F. Dunne, 11 Democracy is Dawning f'or the Oaassroom 
Teacher,u .American School Board Journal, (October, 1950),121:3®. 
- . 
2 Henry Antell, npromising Administrative Practices in 
Junior High Work, 11 National Association of Secondary Schools 
Prineipalst Bulletin, (April, 1951), 235:123-7. 
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administration o:f the school. He says this council should have 
:from five to seven members for proper functioning. It can be 
elected in any way the teachers wish. Its chief purpose is to 
werk.with the administration to give children the best educa-
tional program. The teachers will be really helping themselves 
although at first glance it seems as. ~f they are pulling 
supervisory chestnuts out of the fire. 
Antell says at first it will be discouraging to the 
principaJ_ because of gripes and that is ·a natural reaction. The 
council me!2}ts once a month. After the first year the gripes 
are :fewer and the council takes on real problems. 
Part of each faculty meeting may be taken by each council 
:for discussion of its problems and progress and meetings may 
be held which the principaJ_ does not attend. All comrni ttees 
of teachers should be subservient to the council. 
He says unless the principal knows the direction they are 
traveling and can keep traCk of the activities of the council · 
it will die. He should tactfully direct the work at the begin-
ning when they are groping at the mechanics of this new council. 
He says the teachers 1 council is no more likely to suggest a 
bad decision than is the principal. 
At·the beginning there may be tugging between the council 
.and the principal over matters he considers to be in his 
province but time is on the side of the principal who believes 
in the scheme and is patient in waiting for results. 
The teachers' council, he says, does not work to usurp the 
prerogatives of the principal - it centers around matters o~ 
school organization and administratio.n. If the principal does 
not like a council recommendation he should show why with 
adequate documentation. 
·The council can pick up the topic of the faculty conferenc. 
and it might be possible to give the members an assigned period 
at the same time in the day so they can meet. 
The problems can be settled if the principal is anxious 
enough for success. Antell claims that there is no .better way 
for teachers' morale to improve than through the use of the 
teachers' council. 
Raymond Walker, describes the teachers' policy con§"!Jd:'t£i31.©.n 
committee in Alle~town, Pennsylvani-a. 1 It was invited to meet 
with the board of education in the final screening of candidate 
:ror tlo.e job o:r superintendent <>f schools. As candidate.s appear~ 
ed at half-hour intervals. the teachers acted as a reception com 
mittee, met each cand~date, fout out his personality and 
expressed ~copinion as to his best characteristics, and gave 
the most desirable and next desirable candidate. 
They have a core committee. of fiv.~.members w'ltP.: .two being 
replaced annually. Walker claims there is more efficient 
administration in Allentown now than before.and th~t the 
prof'ession of teaching has been inves.ted with a new sense of 
dignity. 
1 Raymond Walker, nTeachers Help Select a Superintendent~ 
Nations Schools, (February, 1951), 47:62-4 • 
. f1<:Js·wX? Uai 'i\J~"t<Ji it,y 
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He says they who capitalize on the fact that board members 
are too busy to help will hesitate before suggesting unsound 
programs to forward their own ambitions when these programs 
must be considered by representatives of the teaching corps. 
He says that the arbitrary control that is too common in 
educational systems in fostering a paradox that breeds cynicism 
and cynicism is the hot bed of radicalism. To those who are 
responsible for educational policy we say if you would ±each 
democracy, practice it. 
John Martin, principal ofthe High School in Ilingston, New 
York, writes that a faculty advisory committee was elected in a 
school where for 18 years there had never been a faculty meeting 
devoted to professional matters and where the majority of the 
staff had served in the~school district f'or f'if'teen years. 1 He 
says the teachers were unaccustomed to gr.oup. responsibility and 
they did not seem to resent administration by fiat announcement. 
The advice to move slowly shoul have been i:ollowed. It was not~ 
Martin says the doctrine of caution leads to :t:uture stagllafl 
tion and is set forth in current textbooks in school a9ministra-
tion. Experience in this school .refuted that doctrine. 
As the faculty advisory committee evo£ved it became unten-
able that the principal should veto. He took part in discus-
sions and expressed his views and if he did not agree with the 
l John Martin, nwe Tried Some Freedom, n National Associatio~ 
of Secondarz SChool Principals' Bulletin, (October~ 1950) 34: 
8&-9600 
r;c~ 
~_.}>~~ 
majority he had not _marshalled suffi-eient .facts to support his 
view. In this case a veto would be an acknowledgment of human 
failure. 
It was not a collective-bargaining situation because the 
committee was six in number and was not a principal versus five 
teachers. 
All the meetings were held in the librarian's office becau.e 
the psychological dominance of the principal's office prevented 
an atmosphere of personal ease among the teachers. 
In. a group so small no formal voting was nece.ssary because 
in the course of discussion the. opinion of each became known. 
There was no chairman either because a chairman was not 
needed. The principal was absent about one-third of the tLme 
but the committee acted in his absence. The members s~~the 
advisory board were denied membership in any other working 
committee. 
Martin claims the atmosphere of the staff 6hanged, that 
people were happier at their work and there were more.teacherst 
cars in the lot after school as a result of their own desire 
to be there. Work was impo.sed' on the teachers by themselves 
that the most autocratic princtpal would not suggest and some-
times the principal objected to the teachers taking on-so much 
work. Martin says the only complaint that he has in regard to 
the work of this group is that he had to wait so long to learn 
more-in one year than he did in the past thirty years. 
The group recommended that elections be staggered with a 
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new member every two months and no one relected. 
He says more use of educational research should have been 
. made of the problems studied. 
Martin ends by saying that courage to begin~·and anfJ.henest 
desire to work with a group on problems it feels important are 
the twin needs for starting a system of' professional freedom i 
tb.e school. 
William G. Carr, writes that for efficiency. there must be 
a clea~ cut distinct~on between formulation and execution of 
l policy. He says a democratic group must have a clearly 
defined policy. 
Every Saturday morning the Lincoln, Nebraska Superinten-
dent's Round Table meets in the office o:f the superintendent 
of schools. It is made with the following members: 
1. administrative staff (upper brackets) 
2. president's of different organizations 
3. representatives of the teachers 
4. appointed members 
There are fourteen areas represented each with a planning 
board appointed for one year. Carr writes that democratic. 
administration demands some kind of organization through which 
genuinely representative bodies may share in policy-making. 
There should be open channels of communication between the 
representatives and those who chose them and between the 
administrative official and representative bodies. 
l William J. Carr, nE.ffieienc·y Through Democratic 
Administration, 11 National Education Association· Journal 
(Mareh, 1942), 31:83-4. 
Carr writes that democratic administration demands some kind 
of organization through which genuinely representative bodies 
may share in policy-making. There should be open channels of 
cQmmunication and those who chose them and between the 
administrative official and representative bodies. 
He writes that under democratic a.dministration students 
should be allowed to. participate to the limit of their abilitie • 
Re says young people contr.3:bute well to things in their own 
range of experience and the experience of working with adults 
is of great educational value for youth. 
Marion Wiles, educational consultant for the Brockton 
Public Schools describes the Brockton Educational Council as 
being made up of the superintendent, president of the teacherst 
association, educational consultant plus seven representatives 
1 
of the teachers and administrators. They meet once a month 
and solve many major and minor problems including human 
relations in school, living c,onditions of teachers, school 
board regulations, school budget, school calendar, and minor 
aspects of curriculum. 
Gilbert S. Willey says the authority for curriculum 
content and instructional patterns has been veste~ 
'largely with the classroom teacher in Denver, Colorado since 
the beginning of the curriculum revision program nearly two 
1. Marion Wiles, ncleaning'House For School Problems", 
School Executive, (April, 1943), 62:38. 
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decades ago. 
He says that two years of experience with these newer 
instructional leadership trends has resulted in the ~ollowing 
observations: 
1. Moving slowly with every person contributing to the 
program is of. greater value than moving rapidly with a few 
teachers invmlved and the majority or teachers left in the 
dark as to what is developing. · 
2. One cannot predict where creative ability and 
leadership lie. 
3. The classroom teacher has a union position which 
should be recognized. In the realm of his own experience 
he can become an expert.as well as anyone. 
l • 
Paul Misner, superintendent from Glancoe, Illinois 
writes that during the last six years an experiment designed 
to provide complete participation of teachers in the organi-
zation and administration of an educational program has been 
2 
in progress in Glencoe schools. 
The teachers_are freec to select the committee with which 
to work. They participated in the formulation of a self-
evaluation program designed to stimulate personal, social and 
professional growth. The development of a plan for conference 
to supplement written reports to parents was made. They 
l. Gilbert S. Willey, niristructional Leadership in the . 
.Junior and Senior-High Schools of Denvertt, National Association 
of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, ·(May, 1942) 26.:61-5 
2 Paul J. Mesner, rrMental Health and Teacher Growth 11 , 
National Teacher Association Journal, (.January, 1942) 31:15-16 
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have regular participation in the annual budget preparation 
and cooperative planning and designing of an elementary school 
building. 
Misner says this program has belied the contantion that 
teacherrparticipation is impractical'because teachers are 
incompetent. It has proved that autocratic control .freezes 
incompetence, that democratic participation begets competence in 
that they make their contribution to the group thinking that 
enters into policy making. 
Misner concludes by saying that fear on the part of the 
administrators that if teachers are given a voice in administra-
tion the control of the school :will pass. into their hands is 
unwarranted in practice and undemocratic in principle. 
Carl Strong, superintendent of schools from Ovid, Michigan, 
writes that cooperation of all teach,ers and all board members is 
not sufficient, that the cooperation o.f thepupils and members 
of the community is a1so needed. 1 This small town first ·dev-
eloped a statement of philosophy, next they organized a teachers 
club with the superinte:J. dent and principal just members. He says 
at first there was some difficulty to get the teachers to think 
. ... . 
independently without depending on administrators. They planne 
the school schedule, assisted in the school budget, and they 
constructed a new form of report for parents. The majority of 
l CarlL. Strong, nschool System Goes Democratic,n Clearing 
House, (September, 1943), 18:14-8. 
the teachers were willing to give extra hours ,if they ·had the 
reward of satisfactory participation. Visitation of teachers 
within the school and with other schools was tried. 
He writes also that the pupils were getting a hew concept 
of democracy and they f'ound that pup.ils were more capable and 
resourceful than they first thought. 
Davis and Nesbitt write that the elementary teachers in 
Ricbm.ond, Virginia set up a committee on:policies to try to 
present a report with ten suggestions for teache:t>1 par:b1};:l!pat:Eon 
in school af'fairs.l 
Each month the teachers' association with teachers only 
ID.:hscussed some issues. Promotion of pupi'ills -was one issue, with 
month after month of observation, reading and studyin~. 
Curriculum making was discussed and the forum discussions were 
open to the public. A city-wide curriculum committee was app-
ointed which set up nine study groups. 
The most important outcome according to these writers is 
within the elementary teachers themselves. They have pride in 
the organization, attendance is larger, with more discussions, 
and it is stimulating to bring the teachers greater awareness 
' ' 
of their own ability to face the issues. 
C. A. Greene, superintendent in Denver, says that most 
superintendents in cities agree that the power of the adminis-
tration has become a tradition and this means that the teacher 
1 H. Davis and M. Nesbitt, "Self-starting Program of 
Professional Growth,n Childhood Education, (September, 1942) 
is placed in a position of minor .. importance in the school 
system.l They agree tha.:t the next changes 11eeded are dispersing 
of po~er the administrators now hold so teachers can and will 
assume responsibility to partmts·~and children ·not just the 
administration. One of the chle.f responsibili~ies. 'of a superin-
tendent is to allow the teachers to participate in and plan 
improvement of the ·schools. 
Greene describes the Denver School Policies Council made 
up of 200 teachers, principals and administrators'that meets 
each month. The activities of the council must be reviewed by 
the. superintendent and board of education. He says 'the c.ent~al 
administration or ·a large school system has not ach~ved success 
when it has developed a smoothly running machine that operates 
thvough the authority de~egated to the assistant superintendent, 
directors, supervisors and principals. He says one of the chief 
.functions of the administrator is to devise ways and means to 
stimulate teachers to do their own thinking and planning and 
to release them .from rules and regulations and .from inspectional-
supervision which is discouraging and intimidating. In Denver, 
the definite and constructive effort is to place the fundamental 
responsibility for child growth on the teacher. 
In another article Greene says that if the teacher is to be 
resourceful and independent he must be held responsible .for 
~ cur.;t.odir:<l ca. 
l C.A. Greene, rrTeachers Councils Contribute to Administra-
tion, 11 Educational Board, (October, 1942).; 
r-: -r> 
(L~ 4..) 
custodial care and record keeping. 1 He says that no one person, 
not even the principal can be held responsible for 1000 boys 
and girls. 
The ·progr~ of extensive teacher activity in Denver 
disaovered that: 
l. Teachers were superior to administrators in ability 
to teach, plan for pupil activity and improve the organiz-
ation of theclassroom. 
2. The greatest obstacle to teacher participation is 
that teachers .shun' responsibility, are timid;. lack 
direction or_pu~pqse. 
Greene says further that teachers should pool their 
resources for the stimulation they get and for the benefit of 
the children. To withhold authority and responsibility from 
teachers prevents their growth. There is no substitute to take 
the place of responsibility. 
One of the most important steps of teacher education is a 
careful analysis and revamping of the administrative .powers 
so as to take the teachers into the responsibility if it. So 
far, he says, high schoo'l administrator's have fallen far short 
of the purpose in making good learning condi~ions. 
E.E. Morley describes the principal's advisory council.2 
Seven teacher members are elected at large from the entire 
l C.E. Greene, 11 Teachers Need Responsibility:When They Get 
it They Grow, 11 Nations Schools, ("August, 1941), 28:49-50. 
2 E.E. Morley, 11 Democracy in Operation in a High School, n 
School Review, (May, 1948) 56:290-3. 
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faculty. They meet every other week with the principal and his 
four assistants. A secretary takes notes on all the pertinent 
discussion and minutes are mimeographed and distributed to all 
teachers and staff members. 
SubJects discussed include corridor supervision, equality 
of extra-curricular activities and revision of report cards. 
The weaknesses of the council include the facts that s~me­
times it is a waste of time· fQr teachers. It S.:..l.OUld be more 
representative of the faculty and often there is a delay of acti0.n. 
The accomplishments ofthe muncil are that there are improv~d 
relations between the principal and the staff. Teachers can 
understand the administration of a high school. Classroom 
situations needing administrative attention were brought to 
light. Also it improved the teachers. 
At the Cleveland Heights High School in C~eveland Ohio, 
in September each teacher gets a nomination blank on which he 
may name not more than seven of his colleagues. The election 
do.mmittee tabulates these ballots and selects the fourteen 
highest on the list. These are interviewed and if willing are 
put on the ballot. The ballots with these fourteen names are 
distributed among the teachers. Each teacher votes for not more 
than seven. The seven teaehers with the .most votes make up the 
teachers' advisory council for the coming year. 
Morley says that often there is time spent on controversial 
subjects involving much debate and sometimes th.ey get sidetracke 
on a pet complaint or subject which monopolizes the meeting. 
Sometimes things are discussed which are definitely the adminis-
trators business. 
Morley quotes a teacher's opinion: 
11 I think the idea of the tea6he~s' ad'Visory council 
is one of the most progressive and'~· worthwhile ideas that 
has been in our school. It has brought. sevell:?al important 
improvements. Among the most effective:program scheduling 
of pupils, greater equalization of homeroom duties-and 
teacher .loads, improvement of study halls and corridor 
gl.iard service and better understanding and esprit de corps 
among faculty members. · 
A. H. Rice describes the superintendent of schools in 
Cleveland as being a democratic administrator.l He describes 
the superintendent's advisory council which includes the presid-
ents of Cleveland's Teacher Assoeiation and the A.F. T. local plu~ 
one member from each of these two groups. The other three 
~embers are an elementary principal and a secondary principal 
plus another member. · The advisory council has no rules and keep: 
~o notes - it meets on call of the superintendent and any other 
!member. 
J.A. Lewis says that democratic administration is the 
participation of all· individuals to the extent of their training.:: 
~e says this in turn gives the individual a stake in the enterp-
Iris e. 
LeWis says the Dearborn schools found th\R:t-::..dec:ts1rons;:;:ap;e. 
more nearly right if the power of all minds is applied. 
Participation in a democratic process meets psychological needs 
1 A. H. Rice, "Visit with Mark C. Schinnerer," Nations 
Schools, (January, 1950), 45:41-3. 
that foster wholeaome growth in the individual. Democratic 
procedures also help to overdome fears and prejudices. 
Lewis lists the barriers to democratic administration: 
l. lack0of con:fidence in colleagues , 
2. lack of ambition - it is easier to be told what to 
do 
3. lack of self~understanding 
4. lack of experience in democratic tech..niques 
5. opposition to change · 
Ulrich writes that the logical place _to introduce the 
l 
change to democratic administration is with the faculty. He · 
says that this is the ideal starting place. 
He says the first step is to remove ail administrative 
announcements as much as possible fro~ ~he faculty meeting. He 
suggests the bulletin announcements and the teachers handbook 
for b~s work. "He says this leaves the faculty meetings for the 
consideration of problems which the principal Sf?elf:s,_advice from 
. ' ..... •. 
the teacher. 
c.c. Trillingham, superintendent of Los .Angeles County, 
California, tells how teachers participate in personnel selectio ~ 
At Bellflower, California, they set up a teacher selection com-
mittee to interview all candidates. A central office represent-
ative, a principal, and one or two classroom teachers are always 
present on their committee. Teachers participate in the selecti®n 
. . . ~ 
of teachers who are to receive tenure status. Two central ofrice 
1 W.E. Ulrich, !lPlan for Democratic Administration of a High 
School, 11 School Activity, 23:5-9. 
2 0.0~ Trillingham, nTeamwork is the Essence of Good Morale, 
School.Executive, (June, 1951), 70:60-l. 
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representatives, a principal, and a school teacher visit each 
tenure candidate twice in the final proba~ionary year. They 
must meet to make recommendations which supplement evaluations 
from the principals with whom they serve. 
Trillingham tells of hew a kindergarten teacher sits in wit 
the superintendent, business 1mnager, reprasentative, and arch-
itects~~to discuss the desired features in· a new room. Other 
classrooms are planned cooperatively. Teachers have reflected 
and expressed repeatedly appreciation of this opportunity to 
participate in the building program. 
Trillingham says another superintendent states.that there 
is nothing that provides teachers with a greater sense of secur-
i ty and confidence than to .feel that the entire admini.stration 
is working as a team. This takes a,_great deal o.f -effort. because 
it means endless hours of continued discussion of mutual problem 
because you never arrive at a completely final answer.· However·, 
the particular superintendent is convinced it is well worth the 
time spent because it eventually causes the entire school to wor 
as a unit. 
Trillingham quotes still another superintendent who says 
that the teachers and administrators and school board sit down 
together and develop a final schedule for the coming year. This 
has the advantage of letting the teachers know where the money 
comes .from and what it is used for and the thinking on the part 
,· 
of the sdhool board and administration that goes into the adopt-
ion of the final budge-t. 
In the cQnference report a method of install~ng democratic 
administration is described. 1 With the support o.f a board of 
education consultation service from a nearby university the grou 
devised a plan entitled; nschool Improvement Progra:niY. Its 
purpose was to have representative groups composed of the admin-
istrators and the teaching st~ff. A steering committee was 
formed that. would: 
l. Provide a clearing.house for all recommendations. 
2. Consider suggestions and prepare recommendations 
for further study to the .staff. 
3. Review reports made by appointed subcommittees 
with recommendations to the staff for action. 
The steering committee $as composed of twelve members · 
elected and appointed. One-third retired each year and the prin 
cipal and vi~e principal were standing members. 
The first action of the committee with the approval ottthe 
staff was to invite suggestions for the improvement of .the schoo 
progr~. Seventy-six suggestions were received and grouped into 
two categories: 
l. curriculurn'and extra-curricula 
2. administration 
3. guidance 
4. public relations 
Each category was assigned to a sub-comraittee which report-
ed back to the steering committee and then to the staff for acti<•n. 
In some cases the a&n~nistration or a member of the staff execut j 
ed the plan. 
1 Kindig, Walso, nnemocratic Practices in Secondary Schools, 1 
National Association of Secondary- School Principals' Bulletin, 
(March, 1951) 35:204~7. 
The aut~ors close by saying that latent leadership emerged 
in the staff. They say also that uhe democratic process must 
be adopted to the stnucture and character of the specific school. 
M.L. Story writes that the school employee's council meets 
once a month.1 The council consists of teachers, princip.als, 
administrators, nurses, and all other employees chosen on a 
basis of numbers to represen~ their groups. Through the 
executive board of this council suggestions are taken to the 
superintendent and the board of education. 
He says also that the teacher association is deferred to 
in voting the proposed dismissal of a teacher and that teachers 
can attend all the regular board meetings. 
1 M.L. Story, ttDemocratic PractiC.es.in Administration,n 
~ Beta Kappan, (May, 1951) , 32: 382. 
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Teacher Participation in Plant Planning 
Frank W. Echols, superintendent in Butler County, Alabama, 
says that the teachers asked to be of assistance in planning 
a ten-room addition to an elementary school. They read public-
ations, and discussed design with the architects, principal and 
superintendent. 
Chastanl lists the general treatments of democracy in 
schools as evidenced by the works of Miller, 2 Koopman, 3 Miel 
and Misner, Mohlman_, 4 and Reavis and J"udd. 5 
Chastan describes ,the research that has been carried out in 
teacher participation. in plant planning. 
l H.E. Chastan, 11 Staff Participation in Plant Rurming,tt 
Review of Educational Research, (February, 1.945) l5:l8-23. 
2 Miller, Ward I., Democrac~ in Educational Administration 
(New York: Teachers.College) Columbia University, l942} p. ll7. 
3 KOOJP;man, Miel and Misner, Democrac;z: in School Admini.stll!ati pn 
(Appleton Century, l943). 
4 Mohlman, Arthur B., School Administration 1n Developing 
Principlea and Future of the United States 1 (Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin Co. l942) 
5 Reaves, William c. and J"udd, Charles Hl, Teachers aad 
Educational Administration, (Boston, Roughton Mifflin Co:-l940) 
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McGrath claims that the inclusion o:f the teaching sta:ff' in 
plant planning is essential to avoid costly mistakes of the 
past.1 
Yager listed 10 oversights in the construction of' a 
teacherts college laboratory school which migh~ not have 
occurred i:f planning had included the advice o:f sound thinking 
teachers who were familiar with day-to-day instruc~ion. 2 
Bursch says that when the signi:ficanee of teacher contrib-
utions are realized, especially in the above areas it 'Will 
become obvious thatno·schoGl building can be' well-planned 
without the assistance·o:r the teaclaing and supervisory sta:f:r. 3 
Miller in an outline. of procedure to be used in building 
4 advised ~ery emphatically the enlistment o:f every teacher. 
Smith said that the best school building is the one which 
is planned functionally and which transfers the educational 
aims, methods and ideals into actual workable programs. a 
1 McGrath, Don E., 11Experience Must Be Reflected In Our Pla.:r s" 
School Business Af:fairs, (July, 1944) 10:3-6. 
2 Yager, Sylvan A., 11If We Were Building Again," .American 
School Board Journal,- (November, 1942), 105:30. 
3 Bursch, Charles, nplanning of' Classrooms for Postwar 
Buildings, u American School Board Joti.rnal, (January, 1944), 
108:15-8. 
4 Miller, Chester F. 11Twelve Steps in Planning a School,tt 
Nations Schools, (March, 1944) 33:40-41. · 
5 Smith, Henry ... ,, ttA Summary o:f theDemand :for Increased 
Seh<;>ol Buildings to Meet the Needs o:f the Postwar.Period, 11 
.American School Board Journal, (January, 1944) 108:19 •. 
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In San Diego, California an executive council representing 
all the branches of the professional staff met periodically to 
determine policies whieh included problems of school buildings 
d - . t 1 an -e-qtupmen • 
At Saginaw, Michigan an elected coordinating council chose 
a comm_i ttee to form plans and policies and. to assist in plant 
planning. Under the direction of exper:ts from Harvard School of 
Education, teachers, city officials, school administrators and 
selected laymen at Brewer, Maine met for an extended period to 
stady building requirements relative to the education program, 
the community needs and financial resources. 2 
In ~urbank, California elementary and sacondary teachers 
worked for months in planning buildings and equipment. 
To perfect plans for a new rural elementary school, teachers 
costodians, truste-es,· the administrators and architects at 
Avenal, California sat around the conference table monthly for 
t . 3 an en ;:J,.re year. 
Among other recent building programs where teachers, 
custodians, principals, pari:mts, supervisors -and pupils were 
1 Gharton, Harold E., 11 Plan of Procedure for the Construction 
of a Swimming Pool, n Auburn, California, Places Union High Schoo1i. 
District, 1943, 10 p. 
2 Howard R. Houston,. 11 Democracy Works- in Brewer, Maine, 11 
American School Board Journal, (September, 1942), 105:42. 
3 Avenal Elementary School, ·uDistrict Activity Type Classes 
in the A~enal Elementary Sc:b.ool, '-' (Avenal California: the Dis-
trict, 1942) 
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given a derinite share in the planning were those at Waterloo$ 
Iowa.l Greene River, Wyoming, 2 Elmont, Long Island, New York,:: 
Lansing, Michigan, 4 Lincoln, Nebraska, 5 and Tucson, Arisona. 6 
In Amarillo, Texas the superintendent, business manager, 
both boys and girls physical education teachers and the arch-
itect studied and planned together to produce the layout ~or 
_a combined girls and boys gymnasium plant which now satisfact-
7 
orily serves 1000 pupils. 
Plans for a swimming pool to serve a high school and 
junior college at Auburn, California were i?-i tiated by a planni:n ~ 
committee composed or :members of the physical education. and 
--r>· Logan, Jack M .. , & Cleveland, Mortimer B. :t 11Longfellow 
School: Complementary Accounts, 11 American School Board .Journal 
(April, 1943), 106:33-36. 
2 Mcintosh, R.H .. , 11Lincoln High School,. Green River, ·wyom-
ing, .u American S~laool Board .Journal, (May, 1944) , 108: 37. 
3 Hanson, Abel A. 11Elmont Plans for .School Buildings,n 
.Americ_an School Board .Journal, (January, 1943), 106:21..;.23. 
4 Holmea, WarrenS., 11 The .J.W. ·Sexton High School, Lansing, 
Michigan," American School Board Journal, (January, 1943), 
108:36-41. 
5 American School Board Journal, uPlarmed ~or Functional 
Uses: The Northwest High School, Lincoln, Nebraska,.n (.June,l943~} 
106:29-33. 
6 Morrow, Robert D., 11Tucson Builds·for the Future,n 
American School Board.Journal, (January, 1943), 106:36-40. 
7 Rogers, Charles M., "A PrS:ctical Physical· Education 
Building, n American Schoool Board Journal, (June, 1942), 104: 
33-37. 
1 health departments o:C both schools. 
A prot:Colio o:C elementary school clas~room designs, 
collect.ed by Engelhardt and Associates in a large measure 
reflected the cooperative participation o:C teachers in the 
1 . 2 original p annlng. 
Koopman, Miel and Misner, reported a study in which an 
architect's plans and models were submitted to a teaching sta:C:C 
for critical analysis. The teachers reaction was studied by an 
educational building consultant who classified their suggestionsj 
Twelve were judged p~actical, six debatable and only two declare( 
impractical. 
Holmes and Shi·gley summarized the question o:C staf:C partic-
ipation when he declared:3 
· t1Whether your goal is a whole new school plant, a 
new music or shop building or merely the use o:C existing 
facilities, begin now to solicit suggestions f'rom your 
teachers.H · 
As to the future Engelhardt and Associates predict· that~::~). 
human Felationships and the learning process themselves will pla~ 
greater roles in :future planning. 
1 Chastain, Harold E-.· 11 Plan of Procedure :Cor the Constructio 
o:C a Swimming Pool, Auburn, California, n Placer Union High 
school District, 1943, ~Op •. (mimeo). 
2 Engelhardt, Nieholaus L., and Summer Plarming Associates, 
11 Elementary School Classrooms, PDrtfolio A," (New York: Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1941) 80 p. · 
3 Holmes,. Warr .. ~n s~, and Shigley, Arthur R.' IT A School 
Building Planned Around the Education Program, 11 American 
School' and University, (New York: _American School Publications 
Corporation, 1944}, p. 43-46. 
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H.V. Cooper, superintendent from Vicksburg, Mississippi 
says that every teacher joined in the planning of the Grove 
Street Elementary School in Vicksburg. 1 They were present at 
each conference and they worked directly with the architect, 
principal and superintendent. They pooled their exp.erience 
and ideas for a building for grades 1-6. Each teacher seJ.. ected 
the color for his classroom. 
This teacher participation gave the staff an @tlelievable 
lift, he says. 
1 H.V. Coor>er, 11 Truly a Teacher's School,u 
(October, 1950), 76~81 School Executive 
..... :! •~, 
r ~~, 
CHAPTER IV 
STUDIES MADE IN TEACHER PARTICIPATION 
o.s. Williams made a study of six democratic school systems 
employing 526 teachers and ranging in size from 45 to 180 teach-
ers.l Williams found that that principa~s and ~uperintendents 
were unanimously in/favor and 95 per cent of the teacher-s ~greed 
that democratic adm.ini,stration worked very well .. 
They said .,it provided a means whereby more constructive 
procedures are developed and that democratic procedure is a most 
effective means of promoting growth of each person participating. 
In two ofthe school systems studied the teaching personnel. 
held a major :share in selectin~ the person whose name was final-
ly submitted to the board ofeducation as principal. 
In one of the systems the representative council made up of 
staff members helped fori.lrulate the school calendar. 
At the Crow Island School in Wd:nnetka the planning and builcr 
~ng of the school was carriedout with active staff participation. 
trhe architect reported that participation of teachers and others 
~n planning Grow Island School made the difference between what 
1 o.s. Williams, 11 Adm.inistrative Activities in Which Teacher~ 
Pa:vtieipate Democratically, 11 .American School Board Journal, 
(September, 1942), 105:40-1. 
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might have been just another school building and the practical 
architectural embodiment of an educational philosophy that it is 
J.E. Nancarrow reports what he learned in.a survey of six 
school systems.l These schools were selected because of pioneer 
ing being done in democratic participation of teachers in admin-
istration. 
On the basis of opinions of those cooperating in this study 
of a limited number of schools, opinions which are founded upon 
considerable experience in democratic participation of teachers 
in determining administrative policies and proced~es it seems 
with proper leadership: 
(1) Teachers in American Pub.lic Schools desire to 
participate democratically ip. administering the schools. 
(20> Teache:ss are prepared for a much larger degree 
of participation than previously considered feasible. 
(3) Teachers will be found willing to accept the res-
ponsibility necess.ary for a successful democratic particip-
ation. . 
(4) Although theelement of a vailable time for democ-
ratic participation is .not as crucial as teachers inexper-
ience in democratic administration seem.:~to think, certain 
adjustment-s may be desireable before· extensive teacher 
participation in administration is instituted or extended. 
' Walter C. Reusser, professor at the University of Wyoming 
writes that at all levels of government there must be certain 
officials who are endowed with the authority .f'or executing the 
" functions of government allocated to them.,; There is in reality, 
1 J.E. Nancarrow, nschool Interprets Democracy Through the 
School's Program: Administration. and Activities, n National 
Association of Secondary School Principals• Bulletin, (October, 
1941), 25:23-8. 
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he says, no conflict between au;!?;h.ority. and democracy. He writes 
that since education is a social service to the cormnunity and 
to the state, it is essential that this service be administered 
in accordance with the best policy.1 _ If we believe, he says, in 
group judgments being superior to the judgments ofl the individ-
ual we must accept the proposition that in a .democratic school 
the best policy will grow out of the judgment of the entire 
staff and that it shoul<i be regarded as superior to that o.:r""G:.:. 
the superintendent alone. 
Democratic adrninistr~tion give.s the superintendent 
responsibility and authority but it will e:x;pect him tq discharge 
this responsibility and exercise his authority by bringing out 
the best judgment and policy of his entire staff. This he says 
is shared responsibility. 
He says the superint~dent should get cooperation of 
members of his staff in the formulation and execution of pol~cie. 
and he should seek progressive ideas and efficient_practices. 
The pupils should be allowed to share· too and also the community. 
Reusser says there ~re two aspects of a superintents 
responsibility for the conduct of a school system: 
(l) Keeping the machinery. of the school running smoot 'Y· 
(2) Giving attenti·on to the kind of school kept and t I~ 
qual·i ty of experience offered. 
He says the greatest contribution of the democratic 
1 Walter C. Reusser, nin the:.Interests of Democracy 
Responsibility Must be Shared, n Nation's Schools, (November, 
1942), 30:39-40. 
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administrator is not in the first aspect but in the second -
a smoothly operated school is a means to an end. 
Reusser tells of the study by Mort and Cornell~ 11 American 
Schools in Transitionn which refers to 2490 statements made by 
teachers concerning obstacles to needed chan8e8. Seventy - one 
per ·eent of these involved administration and it is significant, 
says Reusser that so many teachers cite administration as the 
reta~ding influence. 
One study of opinion, says Reusser of 457 administrators · 
and 1453 teachers listed 95 per cent of the administrators and 
93 per cent of the teacher.s favoring democratically operated 
schools. 
In those who believed in the superiority of group planning 
were 95 per cent of the administrators and 87 per cent of the 
teachers. That the source of responsibility in democratic 
administration rests with the group rather than the aa~inistra-
tion w~s believed by 87 per cent of the. administrators and 90 
per cent of the teachers. 
Reusser enas by saying democratic administration iS. possibl 
only men the administrators and teachers are t~uly democratically 
minEied. 
M. L. Story reports a nation wide story with 1817 respondent I 
including 920 teachdrs and S97 administrators. 1 Three-quarters 
1 M.L. Story, 11Undemocratic Pr·actices in Administration, Tl 
Educational Administration and· Supervision, (April~ 1951), 37: 
223-33. 
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of these said there was no stronly undemocratic practice in thei 
system. Some of the ideas which teachers e~pressed were expres-
sed as follows: 
Many teachers believe they should pa~ticipate in the 
selection of and <lismissal of teaching colleagues. 
11 0ur school organization is patterned after the milit-
ary with one direction in flow of authority from the top 
·down. 
"The over all.;:)policies are dictated by the superinten-
ent and imposed.. No vote is ever taken. rt 
"The fm;~.aamental philosophy which underlies all admin-
istration decisions and practices is this: employees 
(including teachers are to remain subservient, are not to 
be treated as adult planners; .they are to confine their 
educational activities to their own classrooms. Teachers 
are not diredtly discourage~ - only indirectly or subtly -
to stay out of a&ninistrative areas. n 
npre-planning by the administration is i'ollowed by 
pweudo-planning with·the teachers decisions already made.n 
. ' 11 The skill of democratic practice covers m:a.n:y sins 
autocratic administration, making them seem democratic 
when really the key controls are in the hands· of a few. u 
\ 
nTeachers are selected to serve, en committees to 
advise but in the final analysis llhis wishes 11 must· be 
executed.n 
11 Teachers vote on policies after the administration 
has decided on them rather than before - it is a farce 
democratic administration. 11 
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'
1Many committees are formed of teachers and principals .:'::'.~"'.JF~.··~: · 
for the purpose of helping to settle problems of teachers. : .• -_.~ ...,:;, ;, ~ 1 . -¥ ,. ..... ·.~· • 
These .cornmi ttees spend much time at meetings, planning ways .·~-~"'··"~h~ 
of improving conditions within the range of ·pos si biJli ty·. A · · · 
well planned -report is turned in to the administration, but . 
nothing is ever heard of it again." , 
_.-.· ;,. 
11 There is tension due to over-supervision.u 
"Teachers are dismissed without giving a reason to 
other faculty members, the public, or tb. the dismissed 
teacher. 11 
!~ 
"The principal preaches democracy all. the time but doe 
not practice it. He is extremely democratic when talking. 11 
11 A principal pan arbitrarily, mark a teacher ,as unsat-
isfactory. Such an unfortunate individual is l!iterally ;~ 
hounded until a i'ormal resignation ts given or un~il death 
intervenes .• 11 · , 
- ' 
Story ends by sayiiig that one. out of' four respondents i'el t 
there was at least some strong+ry undemocratic practices in their 
own systems. 
W.A. Bennie, instructor at Miami University, says that 
theo:vetically democratic administration has passed the experimenp 
stage and is now an established facet ofsschool management.1 In 
a survey of 400 secondary teachers throughout Indiana 59.5 per 
cent replied. Those who replied were divided into three categ-
ories: those in schools of less than 100 pupils, from 101-500 
pupils, and those in sc~ools of over 500 pupils. 
The· returns showed that only 37 per c.ent of the teachers iTI 
the small high schools sided in curriculum construction. This 
shows that small schools do not draw· on the experience of' the 
stai'i' -in curriculum changes. Only 3.9 per cent of' the teachers 
in small schools help in the formulation of' staff policies. There 
is more partidipation on this subject in the large sdhools. 
Rennie i'ound that the extent of teacher participation in-
creases with the enrollment of the school. He says it may be 
due to better administrators in the larger schools or the pres~t~e~ 
1 .w.A. Bennie, nAre our Schools Really'Democratic, 11 School 
Executive, (March, 1951), 70:56-7. 
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of teacher federations or both. Also it is possible that there 
is less turnover in· the large schools and more experienced 
teachers in the large schools. 
Bennie concludes by saying that although democracy has 
made an impression on the autocracy of school administration 
the road ahead is a .. long one particularly as far as the use of 
teachers to formulate staff policies is concerned. 
M;L. Story in another article says that.the tabulation of 
his survey shows that more importance should be attached to tea~· 
i 
cher suggestions than is given in most systems •. He lists 
democratic practices that teachers mentioned were used in their 
schools: 
11 Teachers are given an opportunity to respond tn 
questionnaires in regard to policies and problems relating 
to the system.n 
11 Teachers participate and express opinions on all 
matters pertaining to the.school without fear of results. 11 
"
11 0ur principal and superintendent as well as the 
school board are always re~dy to consider teacher suggest-
ions. They frequently ask for polls ori some issue; as a 
rule majority opinion prevails although the superintendent 
and and the school· board have the final say. Even in the 
most democratic organization there must be some delegation 
of authority with only a few exceptions. 11 
W.W. Williams, vice principal of a Columbus, Ohio high 
school, made a study·in conjunction with the Ohio Education 
Association of over 400 $Chools by using inquiry blanks, interv.-
1 M.L. Story, 11Teacher Suggestions and Administration,n 
Clearing House, (January, 1951), 25:275-7 • 
. , . 
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iews, wire and tape recordings and visits to staff meetings.1 
He concludes that there is a tendaney toward democracy in 
polfufuy formation but that few sehoo+s have reached the higher 
levels of democratic participation. He also finds that admin-
istrators are slightly more anx.i.ous to move toward democratic 
ideals than teachers and that ·elementary sohools are more 
democratic than secondary sdhools .• 
Harold Moore.writes that in 1903 John Dewey advocated 
nofficial and constitutional teacher participation in policy 
makin.n2 By 1910 the teachers advisory councils were in 
ex:Lstence and within 10 years .100 cities were using them in some 
fashion. He says it is very df.fficul t to put this program· into 
practice in a city school system. 
Moore asked superintendents in 46 cities of over 200,000 
population each and 33 replied. Eighteen sa:!.~.they had teacher 
participation. Four of the eighteen eal1ed.it an advisory coun-
etl.:t;. siix of thee ighteen e alled it a te aeher council.. Frequent-
ly this group was set up to attack certain problems and it. 
remained in existence. 
The most common way oflselection to the council was by 
election from the building and by educational levels. In 
sixteen out of the eighteen eases te~chers were represented. 
l w. W. Willia.tp.s, 11 Does the. Staff Participate in School Pol:Ce 
Formulation, 11 Education Digest, (M~y, 1951), 16:20-2. 
2 H.E. Moore, nstaff Participation in Policy Making and 
Planning in Large City School Systems, 11 American School Board 
Journal, (July, 1951),123:13-15. 
so 
Half the eighteen had a constitution, usually there was an 
elected president or chairman and in six cases the superintenden 
presided. 
., 
Boardman, professor at the University of Minnesota.·writes 
that studies incicate that the large body, probably about 95 
per cent of both teachers and administrators agree that the 
schools must be operated on democraticprinciples.1 He says 
published statements of leading school administrators and 
university specialists in school administration show a general 
agreement on the basic principle underlying democratic 
administration. 
He-says the legal prov:Lsions for t~acherparticipation in 
the administration of schools has not been made by any state 
and only rarely by regulation of a local board of education. 
But he says neither does it prohibit such-practices. He says 
it is not possible to have group decisions on problems and at 
the same· time to have the final decision in.the hands of a 
single individual. 
The best investigation accQrding to Boardman was made ·by 
McSwain who says that in his study 73 per cent of the teachers 
believed they were prepared to part~cipate intelligently in 
policy formulation. Only 41 per cent of the superintendent's 
tho~ght the teachers were adequately prepared and 59 per cent 
l C. W. Boardman, 11What are Good Techniques in Achieying 
Democratic Administration of the High Scl;10ol, n National 
Association of Secondari School Principles Bulletin, (April, 
1949), 33~206-15. 
thought they were not well prepared. This is supprising because 
905 of the superintendents said schools should be run democrat-
ically. 
He says the exact nature of the organization for democratic 
participation in administration does no·t seem to be very impor-
tant provided it is simple, flexible and adapted to the needs of 
the faculty in the school, and is truly democratic in its nature. 
The development of the form is a democratic process that could 
be worked out by the staff. 
Boardman says that rio matter what form the organization of 
the faculty takes the wise princi.Pal will not assume any offici:a) 
position or authority in it. He says studies show that the fac-
uly usually prefers another member of the faculty :\:;o preside over 
it when it is deliberating. 
He says also that accordin~S to the study 80 per cent of 
the teachers prefer that members of committees or the council 
be chosen by free election by the staff rather than by appoint-
ment by the principal. Those selected by the principal are not 
representative of the faculty and if it is to be a truly 
democratic faculty it ~ust have the authority to make final 
decisions on the problems before it. 
McSwain found that 95 per cent of the administrators and 
89 per cent of the teachers found group planning and thinking 
~-; more constructive than individual planning and thinking. 
Boardman says that Weber matched twenty schools with a 
large use of democratic practices with twenty schools with littl~ 
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democratic practices. The results show.ed that democratic 
sc.hools were superior in such things as: teacher contribution 
to the ~oluti&n of school problems, helping teachers understand 
the administrat{ion, improving mental and physical growth of 
., 
teachers and improving morale. 
He con~ludes by saying that democracy in school administra 
tion is a constructive means of improving the teacher and the s 
school and the greater the degree of democratic participation 
by the staff the greater are the values to the school. 
E.E. Tomkins, of the U.S. Office_of Education and a specia 
ist in large high schools, wrote to 90 high schools known to 
have democrauic administration.l Of these, 43 replied and the e 
each considered democratid administration bo be of vital 
importance to their s.chool. They reported a total of 180 
techniques as having been tried and found successful~ There 
were no more than three from a state and there were 37 states 
represented. All had more than 500 pupils enrolled. 
He says the word these ·schools 'most often used was 11 sharin 
H~ says that fundamentally the administration is democratic 
when the staff participateS. in the. discussion and fo.rmula tion o 
policy. If' that does not occur reguih.rly ap.d consistently on 
the major policy decisions the enssence of democratic adminis-
tration is 1a ckm~g. Tomkins claims the matter of democratic 
1 E.E. Tompkins, 11What are Good Techniques 
Democratic Administration of theHigh S<h ool, 11 
tion of Secondary School Principals• Bulletin, 
33:215-22. 
in Achieving 
National Associa 
(April, 1949), 
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administration is primar:i,ly dependent on the personality of.tb.e 
leader - he is the mainspring. 
He says the t ime may come when the inherent rights of the 
staff to participate in the administration of the school will 
be set forth in a statement of right~- but that time is not yet. 
He gives a list of the eleven most common techniques in devel-
oping the principles_of democratic administratio~: 
1. Is there participation of all staff members in 
discussing the deciding p·olicy? 
2. Is there adequatl3e recognition of the contribution 
. of staff members? 
3. :{:s ther·e participation of staff members in the 
selection of new personnel? 
4. Is there clear understanding that the faculty has 
freedom to teach and experiment for desired educational 
obje.ctives? 
5. Are the administrative personnel available and app-
roachable? 
6. Is there participation of the staff in the formul-· 
ation of salary policies? 
7. Is there approgram of social activity? 
8. Is thereparticipation of the staff in orienting 
new personnel? 
9. Is there a pre-school clinic or workshop ~or 
discussing and studying professional problems? 
10. Is ther staff participation in improving adequate 
pleasant physical conditions to work? 
ll. Is there professional meetings and conferences 
during the school day? 
Tomkins sums up the attributes of a good principal as 
being a leader and one who shares. responsibility with his 
co-workers and pupils. Esteemed and admired such a leader is 
one of the greatest influences for good in the pupil's wo~ld 
and the faculty know they can count on him~ He is the type of 
school administrator essential in the development of democratic 
administration in every community. 
; 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE NEED FOR RESEARCH 
Julian E. Butterworth writes that democracy in educational 
admiNistration should have nhese characteristics: 1 
1. It should not be considered an opportuni~Y 
influence policies for the purpose of satisfyi~d'a 
or prejudice or to achieve some personal advant~ge 
expense of the others. 
to 
whim 
at the 
2. The participants understand the proposal under 
consideration and its educational implications. 
3. The participant assumes his share of responsibil;ity 
on the action that the group has approved even when this 
action is contrary to its own beliefs. 
4. The price paid for allowing teacher participation . 
in the educational program should not be administr~tt~e 
efficiency. 
The Educational Policies Comrni·ssion has presented a six 
school hypothetical situation involving different conceptions 
of democracy and showing the major implications. 2 Miller outlined 
- . II 
a conception of the democratic state, showing the changing patte?n 
of educational administration and showed seven principles in-
1 d i d ti dmi • t t. . 3 vo ve n emocra c a nls. ra lon. 
1 J.E. Butterworth, 11 0rganization and Administration of the 
Local School Syste:rft, Some Fundamental Conceptions,u Edudational 
Research, (October, 1943), 13:367-71. 
2 National Education Association and American Association 
of School Administ;r;rators, Education Policies Commission, "Learnin .. 
the Ways of' Democracy. n 
3 Miller, Ward I, Democracy in Educational Administration, 
New York; Teachers College, Columbia University, 1942), 117 p. 
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Butterwonth claims that threa questions ~ise that should 
be answered and studies by the most objective techniques :1 
. 1. What types of' administrative problems may be dealt 
with successfully through cooperative participation of' 
teachers and administration. 
2 In these problems what de~ree of' participation 
seems desirable in the light of' such contributive f'actors 
as insight of participation, ability to make disinterested 
discussions·, and the necessity for efficient action. 
3. What,methods are most effective for achieving ends 
through desired participation. 
Writers have expressed judgments as to the types of' admin-
istrative duties should be sought in democratic administration. 
Reavis, Judd,Koopman> Miel, and Misner, Hollinghead, and Moser 
asked 850 teachers. They eoncluded that the emphasis should 
be on teachers participation in the developmemt and determinati 
of policies and practiqessof'. administrative f'unctions, .and that 
in the determination of' administrative personnel they must wait 
f'or a later stage in democratic.development. 
Barham in analyzing the extent of participation in admin-
istration desira~le grouped the possible degrees of' participa-
tion in administration by the teachers in five categories, 
beginning with absolute dictatorship, and ehdltig.W*t~ absolute 
dictatorship, and ending with teacher participation to the p6in 
2 
of' including power and responsibility to f'ormulate policies. 
1 Butterworth, op. cit. p. 369. 
2 Thomas G. Barham, Jr., nnemocraey in School Administratio u 
American School Board Journal,· ~June, 1942), 104:15-7. 
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Gatje recognized the degrees of .cooperation in educational 
administration and concluded that a cooperative program should 
include: 1 
1. privilege to propose policies 
2. privilege to discuss fully all proposed policies 
3. privilege to decide upon policies for recommendatio 
by a majority opinion . . 
4. privilege to criticize and appraise :tpolicies 
adopted. 
Butterworth claimstlthS.t·t;mhe~!L'Jeee.a!l?:ch in the field of 
methods of achieving democracy seems not to have resulted in 
L objective measures of their efficiency. 2 ·Useful reports of 
experience in seeking democratic· administration in a spectfic 
situation is reported by Hassard for Uhion Township, Union 
County, New Jersey; b'lf Holingshead for Ashland School, East 
Orange, New Jersey; Education Policies Commission, Cro·es for 
Omaha, Nebraska. Walquist undertook to evaluate from the point 
of view of their democratic implication three types of school 
programs. He concluded that the dominant note in the tradition-
al school is authoritarianism, in a progressive school, democracr 
or efforts to achieve it; in a realistic school; a.ction that 
results from putting suggestions to the test. 
Butterworth claims there has been little research devoted 
directly to the objective evaluation of the results of democracy 
1 in education. · But he says the development of evaluation 
l George H. Gatje, llCooperative Relations in School 
Administration, 11 . American School Board Journal, (September, 
1941) 103:17-8. 
2 Butterworth, op. cit. p. 370. 
-· 
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teclLniques should make it possible to attack the question in 
the near future.l 
This problem he says could be used to show how a very compl ~ 
issue in educational leadership may be broken down into its elem 
ents and attacked by inclreasingly objective methods and 
techniques •. He says that because lfuttle objective research has 
been done is no indictment of the opinions e~pressed or the 
the quest:tonnaire data collected. These are the first steps in 
the long time attack on the proble:m. 
He says progress in research onthis issue would involve: 
1. Careful analysis of the ends sought through 
democracy in education and a more exact definition of the 
conceptl · 
2. The determination of the situations in educational 
.administration where participation may yield useful 
educational results. 
3. An analysis of the major factors that appear to be 
involved in determining the degree of partidipation that 
should be employed. 
4. Practice and experience in participation. 
5. An analysis by techniques already available or to 
to be devised of results achieved. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CON<ILUSION 
The following comments taken from the main body of the 
thesis are the· ones I consider to be the most significant and 
the most typical of the ideas of todays leading educators on th 
subject. 
IN FAVOR OF TEACHER PARTICIPATION 
Rhodes lists the most important advantages as follows: 
1. Cooperative thinking has strengths and values that 
cannot be followed in authoritarian dictation. 
2. Because teachers have close relations to pupils· they ar~ 
agents through. which policies ~ust be executed and they are bes 
able to bring prac5tical cons-ideration. 
3. The.quality of the education program is improved throug;bi 
teacher participation. . 
4. Teachers function better where they understand all the 
aspects Sf their.work and derive satisfaction from it. 
5. It promotes professional growth and leadership develop-
ment. 
6. Teachers are a vital link between the school and the 
pup:I.ie and these relations will be important if the teacher 
feels he is a part of the school. · 
7. The school must be democratic illf children are to get 
the atmosphere and spirit which can convey to the children the 
feeling of democracy in action. 
Rhodes also lists the specific principles and methods as: 
. -l. Democracy is a life process to be experienced·daily in 
work and achievment in the school. 
2. Coordinatio~ may be obtained by coercion. 
3. Participation should be limited by: · 
1. Individual training and ability. 
2. Individual desire to participate. 
3. Time and energy individual has for work~ 
. 4. The nature of th~pprcfblli~m. 
4. There must.be a· center of responsibility for the 
execution of approved policies with delegation of authority ~ 
equal to delegated responsibility. 
-~ 5. Administrative advice and leadership cannot be relinq-
uished in the name o:f democratic participation. 
6. Executive acts should be subject to review in ter.ms o:f 
accepted policies. 
7. Participation must be impersonal. Each individual should 
consider welfare of. all above his own group • 
. s. The board o:f education is ultimately responsible for :final 
policy decisions - final· control of the school must be in the 
hands o:f the people rather than self-interested employees on 
permanent tenure. 
9. Participation must be voluntary. 
10. Some situations do not warrant teacher participation 
in emergency decisions. , 
11. The dual character of administration involving form 
and execution of policy should be recognize~. . 
12. Participation must be accompanied by responsibility :for 
recoiiiJllendations made. , 
13. Minority rights should be protected.- and initiative 
and referendum rights should be available and only to individual 
and groups involved. 
14. Participation should concern only probl~s of major 
importance. 
15. The plan by which participation is organized must be· 
adapted. to the local .situation - they .type .. of school organiza-
tio·n~ the poli tiyal situation, and attitudes of the people. 
16. The teachers 1 council or representative body by which 
participation is accomplished should give full public reports. 
The basic viewp&ints in regard to administration range from 
a kind of liberalism to extreme conservatism.. Many persons 
believe without qualification, that today 1 s schools are being 
administered autocnatically and that sweeping changes are in 
order. Others point optimistically to a substantial.and promis-
ing increase of democracy in present-day school administration. 
A third group strongly defends all the conventional elements in 
present practice firlly . opposing so-c'alled. "democratic a&ninis-
tration11 and actively criticizing movements designed to promote 
it. 
The teachers work together as an administrative staff so 
there is consistency of policy from one member to anoth~r. 
Nothing provides· teachers with greater con:fidence than to find 
the administrative sta:ff is workilag as a team. This takes aJ.iliot 
of e:f:fort because it means endless hours of discussion and 
because you never arrive at a complete final answer. However, 
it is worthwhile because the entire. school works as a unit •. 
There is no better way for teachers morale to improve than 
-through the use of the teacherst council. 
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The American Scho.ol Board Journal gives unqualiried 
endorsement to teacher participation in administration. They 
say that during the past two decades school boards and super-
~ intendents have wimnessed a remarkable growth in the ~~rtic­
ipation or teachers in the administration of school systems. 
They say also th-at on the whole-superintendents have bee· 
eager to support the action of teacher participation although 
there have been a few autocratically inclined men who have 
pooh-poohed: the value of classroom ·workers uservice to 
themselves, 11 perhaps because they feared the results of an 
analysis of their own attitudes and acts. The schoel~oards, 
say the editors, that have been antagonistic, have been influ-
enced by the local school executive. Teachers can do much 
to solve prob~ems which the school bo~rds alone or with the 
aid of the superintendent cannot put into effect. 
Teacher participation, the editorial concludes, has its 
short-comings. A weak superintendent or a political school 
board will be the first to suffer. A~so some narrow-minded 
teachers, busy-bodies, radicals -or cr'ackpots may interfere, 
but these are dommon problems of any democratic undertaking. 
The idea of democratic administration was only beginning 
to be approacjed thirty years ago but now teacher cooperation 
in school administration is a generally accepted principle 
of school management at levels elementary, secondary and 
higher. 
The literature on the subjedt reveals a lack of under-
standing of the responsibility and authority within the hier-
archy or the organization• 
Some criticism of the line-staff type of school organiz-
ation is that it is copied from the army pattern and large 
business enterprises and that it has no place in the democrat·· c 
administration of the school. _ I 
The best form of organization .of the staff for democratie 
participation has not yet been solved. The teacherst council 
with members elected by the teachers appears to be the most 
promising. 
The task of the superintendent and principal in modern 
:.;::7 • times is to 11 assist and stimulate~ not direct. 11 
Without democratic teacher participation teaching will 
never attain a professional status. 
The new concept of pa~ticipation is based on the idea 
that the administrator is one of the staff rather than one 
above it. His recommendations to the board are more than his 
per-sbnal op1n1ons modified by such staf'f advise as he 
considers desireable. 
As long as teachers are meant merely to carry out decreES 
and regulations issued bJ persons who·have been granted supe:JI-
ior authority, they are servants or subjects :0£' the adminis-
tration not partners in a progressive sense.· · 
There are too 'many administrators who,;.at best are semi-
dicta tors and too Inal+Y supervisors who f'ee'H: of'f'ended if' a 
teacher developes procddures of' her own instead of' i'G>llowing 
closely the activities and techniques of' her supervisors. 
Teachers are still frightened by some principals and still 
try to give the 1tright 11 answeres in teachers I meetings instef d 
of' entering into dis:e.ussion. In such organizations there i~ 
frequently fear instead.of' sympathy, feelings of' insecurity 
instead of conf'idence, worry,. tension and strain instead of' 
joy and relazation, dull, drab work instead of' zest and 
purposeful activity. 
To be democratic in governing your school you should 
let yo~r teachers f'eel that your problems are theirs and 
that you welcome and respect suggestions f'rom them. To have 
- the respect of' the teachers·and students the boss should not 
Speak as though he iS Uthe. great J rulle II 
The ·most exacting test of' a superintendent's leadership 
is the abiii ty to deal ef'f'ecti'vely and creat;t:v~ly with people~ 
He will ref'rain f'rom making decisions that ea~ be more 
appropriately made by the group. He will n~ver dispose his 
ideas arbitrarily on his colleagues. He will know that he·· 
gets maximum ef'f'iciency when his staf'f' is working towa~d 
goals they have accepted and helped formulate. 
The existence of' a sharp nsuperior-inf'eriorn status lie:: 
between administrator and teacher. 
Democratic administratlon is not easily achieved. It 
constitutes the supreme challenge to Americats schools. 
I do not knl!YW a single aaministrator who does not 
subscribe to the principle of' democracy or believe himself' 
to be a democratic person. 
A hi~er. order of' administrative competence is 
required to lead a group of teachers to pool their knowledge 
and experience to resolve their dif'f'erences and agree upon . 
. ...:__ a constructive plan .of action than is needed tq give orders 
to those same teachers and see that the orders are carried 
ou·t:~ 
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There is no common interpretation of what constitutes 
demo<:iratic practi•ce. Each one defines it in terms of his i6..} 
ideals, his bel.iefs and his particular . situation. 
The heory of democratic administration presents an odd 
paradox because there is disagreement as.~. ~o :how to reach 
goals. Few areas in education today refi:e.et so many miscon-
ceptions and confusions. Autocratic le~ders disguise their 
domineering. under the mantle. of democratiC. administration. 
The. board expects the ad,ministration to perform under t e 
line-staff system while the faculty expects him to operate I 
under a democratic system of administration. Even the tactf 
/ administrator walks a precarious path between the two groups[ 
Where strife developes some administrators huddle around the 
board; some identify themselves with the staff and some try 
to straddle the chasm. Many a&ninistrators get isolated so 
that they are trusted by neither. · · 
In spite of the fact that .Am.erica has had a democratic 
form of government for more than 140 years people still conce-
ve the good leader as one who uses the whip of authority, orlj 
at bsst persuades and sways people through mnotional appeals. 
When people accept such a viewpoint it means that they are 
lending encouragement to ·the development of totalitaria..ID. 
practices in a democratiC. state. The power over people is 
like a drug ""': the more the power is exercised - the more it 
is desired. 
The administrator who attempts to be the ttGreat I .Am 11 
and runs the whole show is robbing his schoo~ .or city of all 
thewealth of experience, ideas and training of his best educ-
ated and experienced teachers. He is leading his school 
down a poverty stricken path comared with the school using 
cooperative planning in which eadh staff member has ~n opp-
ortunity to contribute his or her own best. No man knows as 
mucn as his wholelstaff combine~. 
The legal argument that respons!nbili ty may not be . 
shared is merely a rationalization and defense mechanism of 
those w~ose ego drfuves have no place for sharing power with 
others. 
AGAINST TEACHER PARTICIPATION 
The advocation oi: democratic administration puts. ·men in 
an untenable position f~Pm the outset because the law has 
inflexibly fixed responsibility. 
The drainage o~ energy to carry out the administrative 
• 
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activities will .be detrimental to teacherefficiency and it 
will be costly to the citizens. 
The idea worked better in magazines and summer session 
seminars than in-practice and it has created more problems 
than it has solved. 
If the board were bound to stand by decisions of teacher: 
we would have an unconstitutional delegation of authority and! 
a situation in which those making. the decisions had no defini itie 
responsibility for the outcome. 
If the ·good teachers l lm.ow and ~ave known are typical, 
then efficment teachers prefer to be let alone to teach and 
not be bothered too much administratively. Good teachers are 
likely to lose faith in an administration that is seeking 
an expression from the teachers on this .and that and appearing 
afraid to take a stand. It is a reflection on school adrninis~ 
tration if it cannot devise better policies than the teachers 
primarily occupied in another field, can:. · 
If the staff recommendations are not accepted by the 
school administrator the effect of participation will be more 
demoralizing than constructiv~. 
Democratic administration is a loose ter.m and it has bee' 
abused so that the whole method may be grought to disrepute. I 
Of all the crimes committed in ·the name of democracy, the man~ 
ipulation of opinion, or votes of teachers by power politics j 
is the greatest travesty on the name. · 
We respect expert opinion in mediei~e and the same shoul 
be true in education. 
EXAMPLES OF TEACHER PARTICIPATION 
The democratically elected teachers council offers to the 
principal the.best means of using teacher thinking in tJ:ie ad-
ministration of the school. The council.should have from 5 
to 7 members for proper functioning. It can 1?© elected in 
any way the teachers wish. . 
Unless the principal knows the direction they are trav-
eling and can keep track of the activities of the council it 
will die. He should tactfully direct the work at the beginning 
when they are groping at the mechanics of this new douncil. 
The teacher•s council is no more likely to suggest a bad 
decision than is the prinqipal. 
A faculty advisory committee was elected in a school 
where for 18 years there had never been a faculty meeting 
devoted to professional matters and where the majority of 
the staf:f' had served in the school c':l.i·strict for 15 years. 
The teachers were unacustomed to group responsibility and the . 
, did not seem to resent administration by fiat announcement. I 
As the commi tt.ee evolved it became untenable that the principal 
should veto~.· He took part in the <lisaussions and expressed 
his views and if liecuidtnot agree with the majority he had 
not marshalled sufficient facts to support his view. In this 
case. a. veto would be acknowledgment·· of failure. 
All the meetings were held in the librarian·• s ·office 
because the psychological dominance of the principal's office 
prevented an atmosphere of personal ease among the teachers. 
In a group so small no formal voting wa~ necessary be-
cause in the course of discussion the opinion of each became 
known. Work was imposed on the teachers by themselves that t 
the most autocratic principal would not suggest and sometimes 
the principal objected to the teachers taking on so-much. 
In 8ept~mber each teacher gets a nomination.blank on whi·h 
he may name not more than seven of· his colleagues. The electf 
ion cornmi ttee tabul.ates these ballots arid selects the 14 highj~l 
est on the list. The·se are interviewed and if willing are pu 
on the ballot. The ballots with these fourteen names are 
distributed among the teachers. Each teacher votes for not ::..:1' 
more than 7. The 7 teachers with the most votes make up the 
teachers' advisory council for the coming year. 
STUDIES MADE IN TEAOHER:PMtT_IOIPATION 
In a study of six democratic school systems employing 
526 teachers and ranging in size from 45 tol:L80 teachers it 
was found that 95 principals and superintendents were unan-
imous and 95 per eent of theteachers agreed that democratic 
administration worked very well. · 
In a study of 457 adillin~stratora and 1453 teachers 95 
per cent of the administrators and 93 per cent of the teach-
ers favored democratically operated schools. That the source 
of responsibility in democratic administration rests with the 
group rather than the: ad;ministration was believed by 87 per 
cent of the administrators and 90 per cent of the teachers. 
Another study found that the extent of teach~Pr~~~ti~1~­
ation increases wlth the enrollmant of the school. It may~be 
due to better administrators in the larger schools or the 
presence of teacher federations or both. Also it may be due 
to the smaller turnover and the more experienced teachers in 
the large schools. 
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A study of 400 schools found that there is a tendendy 
toward democracy in po~cy formation but that few schools 
have reached the gigher levels of democratic participation. 
This study. showed that administrators are slightly more anxf-r,,-. 
ious to move toward democratic ideals than teachers and that 11 
elementary schools are more democratic than secondary school~. 
. . . . . II 
Probably 95 per cent of both teachers and administrator~ 
agree that the 'schools must be operated on democratic 
principles. , Published statements of leading school admin-
istrators show a general agreement on the :basic principles 
underlying .democratic administration. 
The exact nature of the organization for democratic 
participation in administration does not seem to be very 
important provided it is simple, flexible and adapted to the 
needs of the facu~ty in the school, and is truly democratic 
in its nature. ~he development of the fonn is a:~~mocratic 
process tB.at could be worked out by the staff. . . 
Studies hhow that the faculty usually prefers another 
member of the faculty presiding over it when it is delibera-
ting. . 
This study showed that 80 per '~ent of the te~chers prefer 
that members of committees or the council be chosen by free 
election bTthe staff rather than by appointment by the 
principal. 
There has been little research devoted directly to the 
objective evaluation of the results of democracy in educatio • 
But the development of evaluation techniques should make it 
possible to attack the question in the near future • 
. In conclusion it must be remembered that the concept 
of democracy is a subjective phenomenon ~ because of its 
flexibility it can mean only what we want it to mean. I~s 
valid meaning can be only that which is contained in our curF-
ent mass conception of it. 
There will be those who still say our schools are not 
democratie enough because of this or that practice but these 
people are only trying to impose their individual opinions. 
In the maantime there is not much use in looking fo~ ~ 
objective revelation of the meaning of <demo'cracy for as Stocy 
says, nyve will make democracy what we want it to be."' 
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I would like to offer the following conclusions of my own 
based on this study: 
(l) Democratic school administration is whatever the 
individual administrator wants to make it. There seems to be 
as many different definitions of the subject as there are 
administrators. And the way this idea is carrie€!. out varies 
from a type of benevolent authoritariansim to the teacher coun-
cil idea where the principal does not.even exercise the veto 
power. 
(2) The literature has increased on this subject very 
markedly during the last thirty years showing that many 
administrators believe that schools should be run on other 
than the army method or bmg business method of line staff type 
organization where orders are dictated from above. 
The vast majority or about 95 per cent of the writers 
prefer this type of administration. The other 5 per cent still 
stand by the idea of letting the principal be the all powerful 
person in the school and not bothering the teachers with any 
administrative problems. 
(3) I still think very little is known about democratic 
administration by the auerage teacher or even many administ-
rators. Very little is known about democratic administration 
by the averat;e teacher or even many administrators. Very few 
articles on the subject are published in anything but adminis-
trative periodicals. Most teachers do not get an opportunity 
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to read these articles so any ideas they have on the subject 
are based on their own experience and not what is the t~end in 
modern school systems. Many teachers may believe they have one 
type of democratic administration in their system when in real-
ity it is far from being such a thing. 
(4) Democratic administration, or letting teachers 
participate in major policy decisions in the school system is 
good for our democratic society. It gives teachers a sense of 
importance - it is good for a happy spirit in the school system 
and it is a proper atmosphere in which children should be 
·~ involved. School systems are not like the Army and they are 
not like factory systems where a stiff line-staff organization 
is perhaps necessary for an efficient functioning system where 
the profit motive is strong. Schools are not interested in the 
profit motive. Instead they are involved with children who 
must live in a democratic society and the best preparation for 
such living is to be educated in a democratic school system. 
(5) The arguments that opponents use as to the lack of 
efficiency in a democratic system are no diffeEent than the· 
arguments of those who favor dictatorship over democracy. It 
~ is true that teachers shoul not be overburdened with extra 
administrative duties of a minor nature. But they should have 
a hand in policy decisions, they should feel as if they are a 
definite part of the school systems and that they have as 
important a part to play as a citizen in a democracy. 
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. type of ··~qlqj:>ol organization and -proe.edupe..,. Tke li te;w~ture. om , 
subjeet would indicate this and I am. sure tha·t for·i./-liiappier, 
better -funetioning school system this type i.s the bes:t;:~ 
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